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Abstract 

Many different theories and hypotheses have been developed and evolved to explain human skeletal muscle growth. 

To date, no single theory encompasses all known mechanisms of human skeletal muscle growth and many are 

poorly understood.  Of the various theories and hypotheses, most have useful elements that partially explain how 

human skeletal muscle growth occurs in adults.  Here, it is proposed that a unified theory of human skeletal muscle 

growth can integrate and explain human muscular growth in a simplified manner.  A unified theory, called G-

THHHEM-E Theory, relates all validated theories and hypotheses into a coherent system that identifies their 

interrelationships and provides a practical background to support resistance-training protocols.  Specific examples 

were used to relate G-THHHEM-E Theory to resistance training principles.  Understanding of the interrelationships 

between the elements of G-THHHEM-E Theory could help exercise physiologists and exercise-training practitioners 

design new strategies for developing resistance-training regimens.  

Keywords:Myology; Hypertrophy; Hyperplasia, Genetics; Epigenetics; Trauma;Endocrinology; 

Hypoxia; Energetic Stress; Mechanical Stimulation 
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1.1 Introduction 

The study of human muscle and the mechanisms by which humans muscles grow has persisted for 

thousands of years.  The ancient story of Milo of Crete details how Milo carried a calf until it was a grown bull and 

by doing so gained extraordinary size (Verkhoshansky & Siff, 2009).  This may seem outrageous as far-fetched as 

this seems, but the story of Milo illustrates a practical principle in human muscular growth and resistance training: 

The overload principle (Bompa & Haff, 2009).  Aristotle (384-322 B.C.) engaged in the study of physiology of the 

human body as well as other organisms, eventually leading to his famous work call The Organon(Silverthorn, Ober, 

Garrison, Silverthorn, & Johnson, 2004).  Hippocrates (460-377) considered the father of medicine, studied human 

musculature (Silverthorn, et al., 2004).  It was not until Leonardo Da Vinci (1452-1519) that elaborate and objective 

study on human skeletal muscle was conducted as evidenced by over 120 chapters written extensively on physiology 

and anatomy (Wise & O'Leary, 2001).  Michelangelo furthered the study of anatomy on cadavers from 1489-1492 to 

ascertain muscular growth and function (A & E Networks, 2014).  Studies of human muscle proceeded through the 

1600’s with the great English philosopher Francis Bacon (Durant, 2005).  It was up until the 1800s when the 

Resurrectionist era grew out of the need for human cadavers for medical students (Seeley, Stephens, & Tate, 2007).  

This provided a wealth of information about myology as a whole and continued until William Hare and William 

Burke murdered 17 Scottish people, which were sold to various medical schools because of a shortage of cadavers at 

the time (Seeley, et al., 2007).  Seeley, et al. (2007) describe how after the arrest of both murderers, the acquisition 

of cadavers for research became regulated and the growth of human skeletal muscle knowledge acquisition slowed 

for a considerable time.  Since the sixteenth century, when physiology was formalized as a study, anatomy was 

inherently tied to physiology (Silverthorn, et al., 2004).  Silverthorn, et al. (2004) note that since the 1970’s drastic 

advances have led to specialization in many fields such as cellular biology, molecular biology, biochemistry, and 

endocrinology. 

Since the fragmentation of the various scientific fields into specific fields, myology has been established to 

encompass all muscular aspects of the body to include cardiac, skeletal, and smooth muscle.  Myology was derived 

from Latin to mean the study of muscle and was first used as a scientific term in 1649 (Merriam, 2006).  In the 

context of this paper, the aspect of myological inquiry was to assess human skeletal muscle growth.  Many theories 

and hypotheses have been formulated over the last half decade to account for muscular growth (Engel & Clara 
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Franzini-Armstrong, 2004; McComas, 1996; Verkhoshansky & Siff, 2009; Zatsiorsky, 1995).  Some appear 

reasonable to the casual eye, but with deeper investigation, more questions arise.  

Before formally assessing the established theoretical framework and various hypotheses, the growth and 

development of the embryo requires elaboration.  Embryonic development forms the basis for all tissue and it 

appears wise that the study of adult skeletal muscle growth would begin with a focus in this area.  There is no other 

tissue in the human body that is more responsive to changes than skeletal muscle (McComas, 1996).  Ultimately, the 

various skeletal muscle fiber types give specific properties to functions of healthy tissues that have various roles in 

muscular growth.  Subsequently, the structure of adult skeletal muscle is vital to understanding the molecular basis 

for skeletal muscle tissue growth, without which the determination of specific growth elements involved in 

adaptation could not be identified.  Structure, in a general sense, follows the function of a system.  In the human 

skeletal muscle system, it is useful to integrate the contraction function after knowledge of structure is acquired.  

Engel and Franzini-Armstrong (2004) note that the main function of skeletal muscle is contractile activity 

specialized for force development, along with mechanical and motor activity associated with multicellular 

organisms.  

Further, the types of human skeletal muscle growth should be understood, to comprehend the initial 

theories and hypotheses of human skeletal muscle growth.  With a sound understanding of these concepts, this paper 

will examine the modern hypotheses of human skeletal muscle growth.  In light of the complexity of signaling 

pathways important to skeletal muscle anabolism, the pathways will be analyzed giving preference to the most 

pertinent information.  Next, epigenetic factors and genetic factors will be examined and elaborated.  Interpretation 

of data will be used to accept or reject the null hypotheses set forth in this paper.  Further, the data compiled will be 

to establish the importance of a unified theory of human skeletal muscle growth.  Lastly, the application of G-

THHHEM-E Theory could be applied to resistance training.   

1.1. Abbreviations 

 Beta-Adrenergic Receptor 1 

 Beta-Adrenergic Receptor 2 

 Beta-Adrenergic Receptor 3 

 Calcium Ion 

 Cytokine Prostaglandin 2 
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 Inhibitory Subunit of G Protein in Guanine-Protein Coupled Receptor 

 Hydrogen Ion 

 Potassium Ion 

 Transgene Gene Regulator 

 Myosin Heavy Chain Alpha 

 Sodium Ion 

 Class of MAPK Responsive to Stress Stimuli 

 Serine-Threonine Kinase Signal in the PI3K-mTOR Pathway 

 Inorganic Phosphate 
10T1/2 Fibroblast Cell Lines 
ACC Hepatic Lipogenic Enzyme 
ACTH Adrenocorticotropin 
ADP Adenosine Monophosphate 
Akt Protein Kinase B 
AP-2 APETELA2 Family of DNA Binding Proteins 
APR Acute Response Phase 
AQP4 Aquaporin 
ATP Adenosine Triphosphate 
ATPase Enzyme Involved In Hydrolysis of ATP Bonds 
ATP-PCr Adenosine Triphosphate Phosphocreatine Energy System 
bHLH Basic Helix Loop Helix 
BMPs Bone Morphogenic Proteins 
CD34 Glycoproteins found on immature hematopoietic cells 
cDNA Complimentary Deoxyribonucleic Acid 
cfos Proto-Oncogene in Cell Cycle 
Cn Calcineurin 
Cn/NFAT Calcineurin/Nuclear Factor of Activate T Cells 
DA Dopamine 
DNA Deoxyribonucleic Acid 
E Epinephrine 
ERK1/2 Components of ERK 
FCMs Fusion Complete Myoblasts 
FG Fast Glycolytic 
FGF2 Fibroblast Growth Factor 2 
FGR Fibroblast Growth Factor 
FOG Fast Oxidative Glycolytic 
G-1 Part of the Normal Mitotic Cell Cycle 
GAS General Adaptation Syndrome 
GFR Glomerular Filtration Rate 
GH  Growth Hormone 
GLUT4 Glucose Transporter Protein 4 
G-THHEM-E Genetic-Trauma-Hormonal-Hypoxic-Energetic-Mechanical-Epigenetic 
HATs Histone Acetyltransferases 
HDACs Members of the Histone Deacetylase Family 
Hedgehog Developmental Signal 
HGF Hepato Growth Factor 
HIF-1α Hypoxia-Inducible Factor 1 Alpha 
HOX Homebox of Related Genes That Control the Body Plan of an Embryo 
HSL Hormone Sensitive Lipase 
HSPs Heat Shock Proteins 
ICAM-1 Intercellular Adhesion Molecule 1 
ID Inhibitor of DNA Binding Protein 
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IFS Intensity of Functioning of Structures 
IGF-1 Insulin Like Growth Factor 1 
IGF-1Ea Systemic Isoform of IGF-1 
IGF-1Eb Systemic Isoform of IGF-1 
IGF-II Insulin Like Growth Factor 2 
IL-1 Interleukin 1 
IL-5 Interleukin 5 
IL-6 Interleukin 6 
IL-7 Interleukin 7 
IL-8 Interleukin 8 
IL-10 Interleukin 10 
IL-13 Interleukin 13 
IL-15 Interleukin 15 
JNK c-Jun -terminal kinase 
LIF Leukemia Inhibiting Factor 
LPL Lipoprotein Sensitive Lipase 
MADS MCM1, AGAMOUS, DEFICIENS, and SRF 
MAPK Mitogen-Activated Protein Kinase 
MCAT Mass-Coded Abundance Tagging 
MEF2 Myocyte Enhancer 2 
MEF2 Myocyte Enhancer Binding Factor-2 
MEF2b Myocyte Enhancer Binding Factor-2b 
MEF2c Myocyte Enhancer Binding Factor-2c 
MEF2d Myocyte Enhancer Binding Factor-2d 
MEF3 Myocyte Enhancer Binding Factor 3 
MGF Mechano Growth Factor  
MGF2 Mechano Growth Factor 2 
MHC Major Histocompatibility Complex 
MRF4 Myogenic Regulatory Factor 4 
MRFs  Myogenic Regulatory Factors 
mRNA Messenger Ribonucleic Acid 
mTOR Mammalian Target of Rapamycin  
Myf5 Myogenic Regulatory Factor 
MyHC IId Major Histocompatibility Complex IId Myofiber Isoform 
MyHC IIx Major Histocompatibility Complex IIx Myofiber Isoform 
MyoD Myogenic Regulatory Factor or Gene Coding for Myogenic Regulatory Factor 1 
NE Norepinephrine 
NO Nitric Oxide 
Pax1 Transcription Factor of Genes 
Pax7  Transcription Factor of Genes 
Pax9 Transcription Factor of Genes 
PDC-1α Peroxisome-Proliferator-Activated Receptor Alpha Coactivator 1 
PDC-1γ Peroxisome-Proliferator-Activated Receptor Gamma Coactivator 1 
PEPCK Phospoenolpyruvate Carboxykinase 
PI3 Phosphatidyinositol 3 Kinase 
PNMT Phenylethanolamine-N-Methyltransferase 
Raf-1/Map Kinase Enzyme in the MAPK-ERK Signaling Pathway 
RAGE Receptor for Advanced Glycation End Products 
Ras Membrane Bound G Protein 
ROS Reactive Oxygen Species 
RP58 Zinc Finger Transcription Factor 
RYRs Ryanodine Receptors 
S Sympathetic 
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S100B Negative Regulator of Myoblast Differentiation 
SO Slow Oxidative 
SP-1 Specificity 1Transcription Factor 
SRF Serum Response Factor 
TEF1 Transcriptional Enhancer Factor 1 
TGFβ Transforming Growth Factor Beta 
TNF-α Tumor Necrosis Factor Alpha 
TREX Complex Coupling Nuclear pre-mRNA processing with mRNA Export 
Twist bHLH Transcription Factor 
Type I Slow Oxidative Myofibers 
Type IIa Fast Oxidative Glycolytic Myofibers 
Type IIx Fast Glycolytic Myofibers 
Wnt  Protein in Embryogenesis 
Zfp238 Mouse Homolog as a Sequence-Specific Transcriptional Repressor 
α A-Rs Alpha Adrenergic Receptors 

2.0 Significance 

With so many theories of human skeletal muscle growth in the literature, it is difficult for the practitioner to 

differentiate the scientifically sound from the invalid concepts that abound in this area.  The following are the null 

and alternative hypotheses for establishing a concept of a unified theory of human muscular growth.  This 

dissertation serves as the data to support or reject these hypotheses and compile a unified theory of human skeletal 

muscle growth.  

Hypothesis #1 

 – A single mechanism of action can explain human muscle growth in entirety.  Multiple 

mechanisms at varying levels of control cannot be involved.  

 – No single mechanism of action can explain human muscle growth in entirety.  Multiple 

mechanisms at varying levels of control must be involved.  

Hypothesis #2 

 – A unified theory of human muscle growth is not needed to advance the sciences. 

 – A unified theory of human muscle growth could advance the field of exercise physiology.  

This unified theory could have profound applications to resistance training protocols and other sciences.  

3.0 Research Methods and Design 
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 The research method and design were qualitative because this area of research has an extremely vast 

information base and most quantitative models revolved around animal models.  Animal models provide specific 

information regarding the mechanisms of growth, both in muscular hypertrophy and hyperplasia and it is up to the 

researcher to disseminate the information and apply it to our current understanding of human models.  Given the 

findings in animal models, the researcher would be remiss to exclude the findings among species.  Much of our 

current understanding of hypertrophy and hyperplasia is due to the extensive research of various species.  It follows 

that the findings of experts in the field lead us to the conclusion that hypertrophy and hyperplasia are real events that 

have specific contributions to human applications, both in medical applications and exercise physiology.  With the 

growing field of biochemistry, genetics, and myology, it appears that many discoveries cross various disciplines 

open the door to the acceptance of new paradigms of human hypertrophy and hyperplasia.  One look at the current 

state of professional bodybuilding adds substantial evidence to support that hyperplasia actually occurs given the 

fact that bodybuilders keep adding substantial muscle mass that could not be otherwise gained through the 

mechanism of hypertrophy.  There appears to be a threshold that governs hypertrophy and once the ceiling of 

adaptation has been met, other mechanisms for growth such as hyperplasia must be considered (Engel & Franzini-

Armstrong, 2004).  

4.0 Normal Growth and Development 

Normal human muscular growth and differentiation starts with a basic understanding of the embryonic 

origins of mammalian skeletal muscles.  Evolution has preserved the process of skeletal myogenesis through 

retaining certain proteins and regulatory functions that are attributed to control muscle formation in vertebrate 

embryos (Engel & Franzini-Armstrong, 2004).  Engel and Franzini-Armstrong (2004) indicate that myofibers have 

acquired a sophisticated degree of specialization by DNA expression of contractile elements that follow orderly 

arrangement in the form of myofibrils, mitochondria, sarcoplasmic reticulum, and energy sustaining organelles to 

control contraction by either neural or mechanical signals.  Important discoveries regarding the architecture of 

muscle myofilaments and proteins have led to the identification of contractile protein genes along with specific 

regulatory genes that control expression during progenitor differentiation (Engel & Franzini-Armstrong, 2004).  It is 

thought that muscle formation in the early stage of embryonic development is generated by the transcription of 

constitutive neural genes following the activation of a master regulatory gene, although newer research has 
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uncovered a vast array of genes involved in muscular growth and development in vitro (McComas, 1996; Engel & 

Clara Franzini-Armstrong, 2004). 

The embryonic period follows from fertilization until the eight-week development (Tortora & Derrickson, 

2012).  In just the first week of development many events occur.  Tortora & Derrickson (2012) note that fertilization 

of the egg, splitting of the zygote, formation of a blastocyst, and implantation of the blastocyst all appear during the 

first week of development.  See Figure 1.0 (Wagner, 2002).  The second week is characterized by the development 

of the following structures: Trophoblasts, bilaminar embryonic discs containing primitive endoderm and ectoderm, 

amnion, sinusoids, extraembryonic colem containing the mesoderm, and the chorion (Tortora & Derrickson, 2012). 

 

Figure 1.0 Gastrulation and Formation of Primitive Tissue Layers 

Next, the process of development involves increased mesoderm formation via gastrulation that establishes 

the primary tissue layers of the embryo called the ectoderm (outside layer), mesoderm (middle layer), and endoderm 

(inside layer) (Engel & Franzini-Armstrong, 2004).  See Figure 1.0 (Wagner, 2002).  It is maternal mRNA that 

produces the various transcription factors and signal transductions that initiate the process of gastrulation (Engel & 

Franzini-Armstrong, 2004).  All skeletal muscle progenitors in the head and body, including other tissues such as the 
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blood, heart, vascular tissue, tendons, and bones arise from the mesoderm (Engel & Franzini-Armstrong, 2004).  

Tortora & Derrickson (2012) describe mesoderm, at this stage, as loosely organized connective tissue called 

mesenchyme.  It is during gastrulation that the trilaminar disc of primitive germ layers becomes distinct and the 

primitive streak is formed (Tortora & Derrickson, 2012). 

Using tissue cultures, scientists identified embryonic myofiber progenitors called myoblasts (Engel & 

Franzini-Armstrong, 2004).  Engel and Franzini-Armstrong (2004) show that further studies over the last 20 years 

have led to the identification of signaling networks and general regulatory genes that guide the differentiation and 

proliferation of myofibers along with other associated tissues.  Engel and Franzini-Armstrong (2004) indicate that a 

ligand called, TGF-β with specialized signal functions for organization has been discovered, which initiates 

gastrulation of paraxial mesoderm formation and correct orientation of the three specific tissue types.  Paraxial 

mesoderm is longitudinal columns adjacent to the neural tube and notochord, while intermediate and lateral 

mesoderm is situated further away (Tortora & Derrickson, 2012).  Specific signaling and transcription factor 

regulation specify the segmentation of the paraxial mesoderm that later undergoes further segmentation along with 

somite formation (Engel & Franzini-Armstrong, 2004).  

Tortora & Derrickson (2012) indicate the somites develop into a myotome that differentiates into the 

skeletal muscles, the dermatome, which forms a connective tissue, and the sclerotome that form that vertebrae and 

ribs.  Studies indicate that myogenic cells can be derived from a nonsomite origin, which opens the possibility of 

transdifferentiation or multipotent progenitors (Angelis, et al., 1999).  This offers a new avenue of developing 

myogenic cells from other cellular progenitor types (Angelis, et al., 1999).  Muscle progenitors for the head are cell-

fate determined precursor lineages that differentiate into cell type called a myoblast, while paraxial mesoderm 

positions are located by inductive signals (Engel & Franzini-Armstrong, 2004).  Studies have shown that 

mammalian myofibers can undergo hyperplasia in the interstitial spaces between other tissues that express signaling 

from CD34, which serves as a hematopoietic stem cell that is completely separate from satellite cells normally 

associated with myofiber development (Tamaki, Akatsuka, Yoshimura, Roy, & Edgerton, 2001).  

Regardless of the actual location of development, Engel and Franzini-Armstrong (2004) disclose that the 

ability for differentiation into other cell tissue types becomes more inhibited as development of the embryo 

proceeds.  Avian embryological studies of somite transplants corroborate this suggestion and validate that 
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specification into a specific lineages follows distinct time-controlled mechanisms (Engel & Franzini-Armstrong, 

2004).  This appears logical given that alteration of cellular signaling into different tissues would proceed into chaos 

and likely cause unwanted physiological conditions such as oncogene stimulation (Pierce, 2008; Alberts, et al., 

2002).  In this sense myoblasts are, “progenitors that have become specialized can proliferate into skeletal muscle, 

yet they stably inherit the potential to differentiate into skeletal muscle” (Engel & Franzini-Armstrong, 2004, p. 9).  

This allows the myoblasts to retain unlimited capacity to proliferate and differentiate, which is important in later 

explanation of muscular growth mechanisms.  

 

Figure 1.1 Myogenic Regulatory Factors 

Respective genes stimulated by the myogenic regulatory factors, Myf5 and MyoD, are activated by 

progenitors to control the specific myogenic lineages within the embryo (Engel & Clara Franzini-Armstrong, 2004; 
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Borer, 2013).  This step provides the embryo with the various information to form different muscles in different 

regions.  Other progenitor lineages are derived from stimulation by various genes such as Pax1 and Pax9, which 

form other muscle or associated tissues such as tendons (Engel & Franzini-Armstrong, 2004).  The complete family 

of myogenic regulatory factors consist of four bHLH transcription factors that include MyoD, Myf5, Myogenin, and 

MRF4 that were identified by cDNA transfection assays that recorded the abilities to convert 10T1/2 cells to muscle 

tissue (Engel & Clara Franzini-Armstrong, 2004; Borer, 2013).  See Figure 1.1 (Braun & Gautel, 2011).  It appears 

that the general function of Myf5 and MyoD are proliferation, whereas, Myogenin and MRF4 are involved in 

differentiation (Engel & Franzini-Armstrong, 2004).  New research has discovered a myogenic transcriptional 

network that describes Pax3 and Pax7as the initial myogenic precursor guides followed by the regulatory actions of 

the MRFs that are subject to an RP58 (zfp238)-dependent regulatory network that inhibits expression of DNA 

binding (ID) proteins (Yokoyama & Asahara, 2011).    

At approximately 30 days after fertilization, limb buds, that is extensions of the mesoderm develop and 

begin to expand quickly with termination into foot and hand plates at 35 days (Seeley, et al., 2007).  All the major 

anatomical muscles are segregated along with bone rudiments within five days (Engel & Franzini-Armstrong, 2004).  

Tortora and Derrickson (2012) elaborate that the limbs with musculature become fully distinct at around 50 days and 

the digits on the limb buds become visible at approximately eight weeks.  

The embryonic period concludes at the beginning of nine weeks of development and initiates the fetal 

period (Tortora & Derrickson, 2012).  The embryonic stem cells that are involved in myogenesis have been shown 

to revert back to undifferentiated cells when Pax3 is introduced, which provides a mechanism to derive myofiber 

populations in vivo and vitro for medical purposes (Darabi, et al., 2008). Yokoyama & Asahara (2011) discovered, 

from studies with mice, that the Pax3 and Pax7 mitotic progenitor cells are responsible for secondary myogenesis of 

fetal muscle growth.  In contrast, Engel and Franzini-Armstrong (2004) interpret the research to limit Pax3 function 

to the regulation of somite cell migration, not myogenesis.  HOX code or Hox gene transcription maps guide where 

individual muscles will be located by specifying specific domains for somites that include the cervical, thoracic, 

lumbar, sacral, and overall body plan (Engel & Franzini-Armstrong, 2004).  Without the direction of the HOX gene 

the location of the correct muscles to the correct regions would not occur, which is evident in transplantation studies.  

Engel and Franzini-Armstrong (2004) indicate that somatic muscles are created by distinct lineages of founder cells 
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and FCMs, which come from mesoderm with an abundant amount of Twist.  Further, muscle identity genes are 

activated by development signals that initiate a multitude of transcription factors from which founder cells are 

specified for specific myogenesis at specific sites (Engel & Franzini-Armstrong, 2004).  This allows the founder 

cells to fertilize a specific anatomical area with a certain muscle within a region.  For example, the rectus abdominus 

has several sections divided vertically by the linea alba and transversely by section (Powers & Howley, 2012).  

Founder cells initiate the growth in each section of the rectus abdominus.  

 Throughout the fetal period until birth, skeletal muscle proliferation and differentiation continues until a 

somewhat stable amount of myofibers is intact (Seeley, et al., 2007).  McComas (1996) asserts that various peptide 

growth factors are involved throughout fetal muscular development.  Local mechanical factors are indicated in 

determining muscle length and assure the number of sarcomeres is appropriate for the relative distance to the muscle 

attachments (McComas, 1996).  During nerve cell proliferation and migration, the most ventral cells known as 

motor neuroblasts migrate first, motor neuroblasts form a column that becomes the spinal cord, and the neuroblasts 

differentiate into motor neurons and extend their axons the developing muscle masses (McComas, 1996).  McComas 

(1996) indicates that the end of the migration process results in six clusters of motor neurons positioned for each of 

the limb buds.  

After birth, it was once thought that the myofiber numbers were fixed, but that is not the case (Tortora & 

Derrickson, 2012).  The preferred term would be rigid flexibility in terms of adult fiber-type number changes, which 

will be addressed due to acknowledged plasticity of human skeletal muscle.  Pubertal growth spurts that sometimes 

double the contractile force of myofibers in males is thought to be elicited by testosterone (McComas, 1996).  With 

a firm basis of skeletal muscle embryological development, this paper will now focus on adult skeletal muscle 

growth.  

It has been shown that age related sarcopenia has the capacity to cause the loss of muscle mass as 

evidenced by studies that show muscular grafts develop fully in young rats, whereas older rat grafts performed 

poorly (Blaivias & Carlson, 1991).  Ciciliot and Schiaffino (2010) note that sarcopenia or loss of muscle mass, 

decreases force generation potential while muscular atrophy is usually apparent.  Another possible mechanism is the 

age related decline in muscle innervation after 60 years of age (McComas, 1996).  One study has shown that 

myogenic satellite cells in adults show impaired differentiation, reduced proliferation, higher expression of S100B, 
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undetectable levels of RAGE, which serves as a multiligand receptor of the immunoglobulin superfamily that 

interacts myoblast differentiation (Beccafico, et al., 2011).  Further, the researchers showed a significant reduction 

in expression of the MyoD and Pax7 transcription factors (Beccafico, et al., 2011). 

In adult skeletal muscle development, many changes occur that include regeneration and growth from 

various mechanisms.  Gross and Rotwein (2013) showed through cell imaging and lineage tracing, that there was a 

large variability in lineage size and fraction survival with retention of homogeneity with individual lineage cellular 

fate.  Insulin-like growth factor was found to be a powerful proliferator and differentiator that increased myoblast 

number and by stimulating a portion of the cells under study to complete an additional cell cycle (Gross & Rotwein, 

2013).  Additional evidence for IGF-1 myogenesis was uncovered in a study that focused on development of mice 

from the embryo into adulthood, which showed compensatory hyperplasia occurs later in the life cycle (Fernandez, 

et al., 2002).  Further, it has been shown that a certain level of mechanical loading is essential to increase muscular 

growth and regeneration following injury in adults (Ciciliot & Schiaffino, 2010).  Tabor (2009) has offered two 

evolution equations based on feedback from tissue stress that predicts morphogenesis to include skeletal muscle 

tissue.  The first equation states that the rate of growth depends on the difference between current tissue stress and 

homeostatic stress, while the other characterizes that the homeostatic stress changes at a rate that depends on the 

same difference of stress (Taber, 2009).  

5.0 Skeletal Muscle Fiber Types 

Engel and Franzini-Armstrong (2004) indicate that the genes MyoD and Myf5 function in adults as 

regulators of fiber type differentiation and muscle regeneration through satellite cell initiation.  The relative 

proportions of fast and slow myofibers have different metabolic activities and protein isoforms, in which the gene 

expression is developmentally programmed and altered by the degree of use (Engel & Franzini-Armstrong, 2004).  

All myofibers with MyHC isoforms display unique myosin ATPase capacity and specific unloading velocities, 

which is evident by the overall metabolism of the fiber type (Engel & Franzini-Armstrong, 2004).  Engel and 

Franzini-Armstrong (2004) show that slow-twitch muscles predominately contain type I fibers and contain high 

oxidative enzyme levels along with expression of the βMyHC isoform.  This makes slow-twitch muscles ideal for 

sustained activities at low intensity levels.  Alternatively, fast-twitch muscles contain varied proportion of glycolytic 

and oxidative enzymes along with expression of MyHCIIxandIId isoforms (Engel & Franzini-Armstrong, 2004).  
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Engel and Franzini-Armstrong (2004) note that the formation of slow-twitch muscle fibers are controlled by the 

transcriptional co-activator, referred to as (PDC-1γ).  Further, the conversion of fast-twitch, type II fibers to slow-

twitch, type I fibers results from overexpression of PGC-1α in fast-twitch myofibers (Engel & Franzini-Armstrong, 

2004).  In this conversion process, Cn modifies PGC-1α and MEF2 regulates the muscular gene expression effects. 

Fiber types are made of several contractile and non-contractile proteins that are multinucleated.  Cell-cell 

fusion of myocytes during fetal development establishes multinucleated muscle fibers in adults (Engel & Franzini-

Armstrong, 2004).  Fiber types during the 1960’s were identified as type I, IIA, IIB, IIC, with IIC fibers having an 

ability to develop to type IIA or IIB depending on stimuli (McComas, 1996).  Scott et al. (2001) show that fiber 

conversions between type IIB and type IIA are the most common, whereas the reverse shifts of type II to type I 

fibers are not supported by research.  This is in contrast to the simplified categorization of fiber types as type I, type 

IIa, and type IIx commonly found in most textbooks (Seeley, et al., 2007; Powers & Howley, 2012).  Another 

simplified classification for practical purposes views muscle fiber types and motor units consisting of FG, FOG, and 

SO (Bompa & Haff, 2009; McComas, 1996).  At least five heavy chain isoforms (type I, IIA, IIB, IIC) and seven 

light chain isoforms were thought to account for all isoform types in early research (McComas, 1996).  See Figure 

2.0 (Scott, et al., 2001).  Various immunohistological and gel electrophoresis-staining methods have uncovered a 

vast number of hybrid fiber isoforms on a continuum as follows: Type I, Type IC, Type IIC, Type IIA, Type IIAD, 

Type IIDA, Type IID, Type IIDB, Type IIBD, and Type IIB (Cardinale, Newton, & Nosaka, 2011).  McComas 

(1996) notes that an autopsy study of 36 humans showed considerable variation in fiber type proportion of type I and 

type II fibers with the exception of the soleus and adductor pollicis.  This challenged previous notions and confirmed 

other ideas such as genetic determination of fibers.  
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Figure 2.0 Basic Fiber Type Classification 

Practically, the main fiber types have specific properties that are inherently metabolic that suit them for 

specific exercise activities and are expressed by different genes (Seeley,et al., 2007).  Type I myofibers are adapted 

to contract slowly and are more resistant to fatigue, which is facilitated by large stores of myoglobin that give these 

fibers a dark appearance (Powers & Howley, 2012).  Myoglobin is similar to hemoglobin except it is only located in 

type I fibers and acts as a storage of oxygen for aerobic metabolism (McComas, 1996; Scott, et al., 2001).  Powers 

and Howley (2012) note that type I slow-oxidative fibers have a huge number of oxidative enzymes, high 

mitochondrial volume, and an extensive capillary system.  It has been established that type IIx fibers can contract up 

to 10 times faster than type one fibers, whereas type IIx fibers contract at an intermediate speed (Seeley, et al., 

2007).  Type IIx and type IIa have limited mitochondria, which limits their aerobic capacity (Powers & Howley, 

2012).  Powers and Howley (2012) show that type IIx fibers have high anaerobic capacity because of a multitude of 
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glycolytic enzymes associated with glycolysis.  Further, type IIa fibers contain biochemical characteristics of both 

type I and type IIx fibers and are referred to as intermediate fibers (Powers & Howley, 2012).  

6.0 Structure of Skeletal Muscle 

McComas (1996) elaborates that no tissue in the body is more responsive to changes in usage than skeletal 

muscle.  Given the responsiveness of skeletal muscle to stimuli, the structure of the muscle follows the architectural 

adage, “form follows function”.  Skeletal muscle tissue is defined as a complex of specific myofibers that are 

required for producing movement, stabilizing body positions, storing and moving substances within the body, and 

generating heat (Tortora & Derrickson, 2012).    

The structure of skeletal muscle starts with the anatomy of the muscle at the gross level, proceeds backward 

into the myofibers along with respective connective tissue and results as a complete musculoskeletal unit capable of 

contraction.  A connective tissue sheath called the epimysium envelops a single muscle, whereas a group of muscles 

involved in a certain action is surrounded by fascia (Seeley, et al., 2007).  Groups of individual myofibers, called a 

fasciculi, are surrounded by connective tissue called perimysium, which are broken down further into individual 

myofibers surrounded by a connective tissue are called endomysium (Powers & Howley, 2012).  See Figure 3.0 

(Powers & Howley, 2012).  
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Figure 3.0 Skeletal Muscle Structure 

The myofiber structure contains cytoplasm referred to as sarcoplasm that contains organelles and numerous 

myofibrils (Seeley, et al., 2007).  Powers and Howley (2012) indicate the myofibrils are made of actin and myosin 

myofilaments and extend in a threadlike manner from one end of the myofiber to the other.  Sarcomeres, which are 

the structural and functional unit of contraction, are made up of actin and myosin in ordered repeating units (Seeley, 

et al., 2007).  Seeley et al. (2007) show a sarcomere falls between two Z disks that form a protein fiber attachment 

for securing actin myofilaments.  See Figure 3.1 (Powers & Howley, 2012). 
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Figure 3.1 The Sarcomere 

Actin myofilaments, also referred to as thin myofilaments, resemble a twisted helix, and contain protein 

molecules called troponin at specific distances on the actin myofilament to provide binding sites for calcium 

(Seeley, et al., 2007).  Troponin is composed of three polypeptides: troponin T, troponin I, and troponin C, which 

attach to four calcium ions to change shape that displaces the tropomyosin molecule for crossbridge attachment 

(McComas, 1996).  Tropomyosin is another protein filament situated at grooves along the helix of the actin 

molecule subunits, which expose myosin head attachment sites when troponin and calcium are bound, while 

covering the attachment sites when calcium is unbound to troponin (Tortora & Derrickson, 2012).  Myosin 

myofilaments, referred to as thick myofilaments, are bundles of L-shaped molecules that can bind to exposed actin 

myofilament attachment sites when calcium is bound to troponin (Powers & Howley, 2012).  

The cell membrane of the myofiber or sarcolemma holds the multiple nuclei at the periphery near the 

surface (Seeley, et al., 2007).  Tortora and Derrickson (2012) describe the network of the sarcolemma by 
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invaginations called transvers tubules that are located specific distances  along the myofiber and surround the 

sarcomeres where myosin and actin myofilaments overlap.  The transverse tubules are connected to the sarcoplasmic 

reticulum, where they act as connections between the sarcolemma and the sarcoplasmic reticulum that contains a 

high content of calcium ions needed for muscular contraction (Powers & Howley, 2012).  Most of the calcium ions 

are stored within a structure known as the terminal cisterns (McComas, 1996).  The T-tubules travel inward in the 

muscle and supply the terminal cisterns with the stimulus to release calcium from the depolarization of the 

plasmalemma (Powers & Howley, 2012). 

Sarcomeres have a characteristic banded appearance under the microscope and their constituents have been 

classified on this basis.  The I-band is light colored and is made of only actin myofilaments that span the Z-disk and 

terminates at the myosin myofilaments (McComas, 1996).  The A-band is a dark centralized area of each sarcomere 

that extends the entire length of the myosin myofilament (Tortora & Derrickson, 2012).  The H-zone is another 

lighter area that represents the center area of the sarcomere composed of only myosin myofilaments (Seeley, et al., 

2007).  Powers and Howley (2012) depict the M line as a dark band protein that secures the myosin myofilament in 

the center of the sarcomere.  The sarcomere that is the functional unit of contraction, which sheds light on the 

complexities involved in the process of human skeletal muscle contraction.  

7.0 Skeletal Muscle Contraction 

Skeletal muscle properties such as electrical excitability, contractility, extensibility, and elasticity give rise 

to the main function of the skeletal muscle system to produce movement (Tortora & Derrickson, 2012).  Many 

important biochemical changes occur within the muscle during the normal contractile process, but homeostasis is 

usually restored by an assortment of enzymatic processes that last from minutes to hours (McComas, 1996).  The 

sliding filament model excitation-coupling contraction is the currently accepted mechanism by which functional 

sarcomeres shorten to produce force transmitted to the bone via the tendon to execute movement.  The discovery of 

the sliding filament model is attributed to the basic discoveries of Andrew Huxley and Hugh Huxley that worked 

independently and had no relation (McComas, 1996).  Recently the term sliding filament model is often called the 

swinging level model of muscular contraction because of new ideas generated by newer research (Powers & 

Howley, 2012). 
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Seeley et al. (2007) note that actin and myosin myofilaments within the sarcomere must move or ratchet 

past each other to make the sarcomere shorten.  See Figure 4.0 (Powers & Howley, 2012).  The cumulative effect is 

sufficient to cause numerous sarcomeres to shorten simultaneously.  This can only happen under certain 

circumstances and involved shortening of the myofibrils that in turn, shorten the muscle (Tortora & Derrickson, 

2012).  It should be noted that, “The H zones and I Bands shorten during contraction, but the A bands do not change 

in length” (Seeley, et al., 2007, p. 163).  For this process to start there has to be a stimulus called an action potential 

from the myofibers respective motor unit. 
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2. Figure 4.0 The Sliding Filament Model 

Once either spatial or temporal summation stimulates the motor neuron to fire, it either reaches threshold or 

it does not (Tortora & Derrickson, 2012).  Once threshold is reached, acetylcholine is released into the 

neuromuscular junction that depolarizes sodium channels cause a membrane depolarization that spreads throughout 

the myofiber (Seeley, et al., 2007).  Tortora and Derrickson (2012) simplify the contraction cycle proposed by 

Powers and Howley (2012) into four steps after calcium is released from the terminal cisterns by inward 

depolarization of the transverse tubules into the sarcoplasm to bind with troponin, which displaces tropomyosin 
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freeing the myosin cross-bridge binding sites.  First, the myosin head hydrolyzes ATP to become oriented and 

energized, while retaining ADP and an inorganic phosphate (Tortora & Derrickson, 2012).  Second, binding to free 

actin sites form cross-bridges, while releasing the inorganic phosphate (Tortora & Derrickson, 2012).  Third, the 

myosin cross-bridges rotate toward the center of the sarcomere and complete the power stroke that moves the actin 

myofilament towards the center of the sarcomere along with the loss of ADP (Tortora & Derrickson, 2012).  Lastly, 

the attachment to actin is maintained until another molecule of ATP binds and myosin immediately detaches 

(Tortora & Derrickson, 2012).  

Seeley, et al. (2007) indicates the contraction cycle can repeat as long as ATPase is available to hydrolyze 

ATP on the myosin head, ATP is available, and calcium concentrations close to the actin filament are sufficiently 

high.  To ensure enough calcium is available, calcium active transport pumps continuously carry calcium back to the 

terminal cisterns and a calcium-binding hormone called calsequestrin bind to incoming calcium to ensure an 

adequate supply for sustained contractions (Powers & Howley, 2012).  The specific movement of calcium ions 

along their electrochemical gradient from the sarcoplasmic reticulum is through ion channels called RyRs (Cannell 

& Soeller, 2002).  

Cross bridges are projections of the myosin filaments that are approximately 13nm long and lie in six rows 

along the myosin filament with each capable of engaging any of the actin filaments that form a hexagon around the 

myosin filament (McComas, 1996).  Each myosin myofilament is surrounded by six actin thin filaments and with an 

average of 600 cross-bridges in a thick filament, with each attaching and detaching at five times per second (Seeley, 

et al., 2007; Tortora & Derrickson, 2012).  Borejdo and colleagues (2002) found, using engineered light chains 

labeled with florescent probes exchanged with native light chains of striated muscle, that regulatory and essential 

light chains of myosin rotate equally during the contraction of skeletal muscle.   
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3. Figure 4.1 Cross-bridge Attachment 

During contraction at any moment, some myosin heads are attached to binding sites on actin, forming new 

cross-bridges, or generating force (Borejdo, et al., 2002; Tortora & Derrickson, 2012).  See Figure 4.1 (Powers & 

Howley, 2012).  The power stoke, lasting less than 2 ms, moves the actin filament 5 nm onward and ADP is released 

from a 50 kD cleft segment of the myosin head (McComas, 1996).  Other research indicates the actin filament 

moves approximately 7nm during isotonic shortening (Smith & Milailovich, 2013).  Regardless of the distance, this 

process illustrates how quickly ATPase and other enzymes involves carry out their respective functions by lowering 

activation energy to speed the cellular processes to sustain life and produce adaptive changes such as hypertrophy 

(Alberts, et al., 2002).  Other substances such as NO and ROS have direct and indirect effects on skeletal muscle 

contraction ranging from nitrosation of target proteins, enhanced redox signaling pathways, enhanced MAPK 

signaling, transcription of HSPs, isometric force depression, velocity shortening of contractions, and the inhibitory 

effect on calcium release channels at low concentrations and vice versa (Marechal & Gailly, 1999; Schoenfeld, 

2013).  

8.0 The Types of Human Skeletal Muscle Growth 
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The Types of Human Skeletal Muscle Growth 

Just as skeletal muscle atrophy is thought to be the result of many concurrent processes at the molecular 

level, skeletal muscle growth or hypertrophy involves a set of simultaneous processes of molecular interactions 

(Jackman & Kandarian, 2004).  Many practitioners, in the field of exercise physiology over simplify the skeletal 

muscle growth process in an unrealistic manner.  Human muscular growth is a complicated process that involves 

very many mechanisms that are not bound to one type of growth (Verkhoshansky & Siff, 2009).  Human skeletal 

muscle is a specialized muscle that adapts very quickly to meet the demands placed on the body.  To meet the 

intricate physiological demands the various modes of human skeletal muscle growth must be evaluated and 

validated were applicable.  Due to few studies with actual human subjects with indirect methods of measurements, 

ethical research is limited and usually reverts to animal studies to test and validate hypotheses.  Any living tissue can 

increase in size of its constituents as with hypertrophy or increase the number of constituents as with hyperplasia 

(Verkhoshansky & Siff, 2009).  The function demands placed upon the muscular system causes growth of the 

structure that can be considered an adaptation that occurs at the lowest molecular level in the genetic apparatus of 

the cell.  Some researchers have discovered a link between the genetic structure and the volume load imposed on the 

cells (Verkhoshansky & Siff, 2009).  Verkhoshansky and Siff (2009) indicate that the stimulation of cellular 

function initiates genetic machinery to increase transcription, translation, protein-synthesis, and morphogenesis.  

The more intense the function becomes, the greater the mass of the working structures, which forms the tenets of 

IFS (Verkhoshansky & Siff, 2009).  The force capability outcome of a muscle is dependent on the number and 

activity of the myofibrils, sarcomeres, and muscle fibers and total force generated by sarcomere depends on the total 

number of myosin heads that can form cross-bridge links with actin filaments (Zatsiorsky, 1995).  The total capacity 

for a muscle to produce force is dependent on cross-sectional area and the number of myofibers (Zatsiorsky, 1995).  

Zatiorsky (1999) notes that human skeletal muscle growth is produced by the enlargement of the cross-sectional area 

of the myofibers with an increase in myofibers, along with other mechanisms. 

Skeletal Muscle Hypertrophy 

Skeletal muscle hypertrophy is defined, in general, as an increase in fiber size leading to a subsequent 

increase in muscle size due to accumulation of contractile and non-contractile proteins in the cell (Cardinale, et al., 

2011).  Skeletal muscle hypertrophy has been well established with various studies over the last three decades 
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(McComas, 1996; McCall, Brynes, Dickinson, Pattany, & Fleck, 1996).  The basic mechanisms for skeletal muscle 

hypertrophy have been known for decades and this phenomenon is common to all mammals (McComas, 1996). 

Sarcomere Hypertrophy.  With sarcomere induced muscle hypertrophy, there is an increase in the size 

and number of sarcomeres, which comprise the actin and myosin myofibrils (Verkhoshansky & Siff, 2009).  The 

myofibrils and sarcomeres may be added in parallel or in series with existing myofibrils, but it is only the parallel 

components that facilitate the increased capacity to produce force (Verkhoshansky & Siff, 2009).  Zatiorsky (1999) 

refers to sarcomere hypertrophy as myofibrillar hypertrophy that enlarges the muscle by adding more myofibrils via 

actin and myosin myofilaments with the result achieving more sarcomeres.  See Figure 5.0 (Larson, 2012).  Each 

view takes the same approach with different terminology.  Other researchers have concluded that post-exercise 

myofibrillar protein synthesis is not correlated with resistance training-induced hypertrophy in young men (Mitchell, 

et al., 2014).  Caution must be taken with interpretation of the data associated with the various studies as each 

represents just one piece of a larger puzzle and does not prove causation, only an association that could be the result 

of confounding variables.  

 

Figure 5.0 Myobrillar and Sarcoplasmic Hypertrophy 

Sarcoplasmic Hypertrophy.  Sarcoplasmic hypertrophy is the growth of sarcoplasm or the semifluid 

interfibrillar substance and non-contractile proteins (Zatsiorsky, 1995).  Zatiorsky (1999) indicates that sarcoplasmic 

hypertrophy does not contribute directly to the production of force.  The cross-sectional area of the muscle fibers 

increase, but the filament area density decreases, which results in no increase in muscle strength 
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capability(Zatsiorsky, 1995).  See Figure 7.0 (Larson, 2012).  Verkhoshansky and Siff (2009) describe sarcoplasmic 

hypertrophy as an increase in semi-fluid plasma between the myofibers and the overall volume of non-contractile 

proteins increases that give support and other functions to the myofiber.  Both views validate sarcoplasmic 

hypertrophy as a mode of human skeletal muscle growth.  Another review indicates that acute muscular swelling 

occurs during occlusion training due to a fluid shift from the vasculature into blood-flow restricted muscles, which 

has been indicated in reduced proteolysis (Abe, et al., 2012).  This could increase overall nitrogen retention and 

provide a partial explanation for how sarcoplasmic hypertrophy is initiated.  Schoenfeld (2013) notes that evidence 

for integrin-associated volume osmosensors initiate sarcoplasmic hypertrophy via sensor activation of the protein-

kinase transduction pathways associated with autocrine growth factor effects.  Aquaporin has been shown to create 

the sensitivity of fast-twitch fibers to osmotic changes (Schoenfeld, 2013).  Schoenfeld (2013) indicates that AQP4 

is abundant in mammalian fast-twitch glycolytic and fast-twitch oxidative-glycolytic fibers.  For every mole of 

glycogen that is stored in the muscle, three moles of water are attracted and pulled into the muscle (Williams, 

Anderson, & Rawson, 2013).  Schoenfeld (2010) speculates that since fast-twitch fibers have a larger capacity for 

glycogen and subsequent cellular swelling, this could indicate an increased capacity for protein synthesis because of 

larger fuel substrate stores.  

Skeletal Myofiber Hyperplasia 

 Muscle size and muscle mass can be produced by hyperplasia with an increase in myofibers; however, this 

has been challenged by whether or not animal models transfer to human skeletal muscle models (Cardinale, et al., 

2011).  One study found that elite bodybuilders with marked muscular hypertrophy had normal myofiber diameters, 

lead researchers to the conclusion that they generated a greater number of myofibers than normal in subjects by 

either higher genetic fiber type profile or longitudinal splitting associated with hyperplasia (Maughan, et al., 1984).  

Indirect evidence has been observed of increases muscle fiber number in elite-resistance trained athletes (McCall, et 

al., 1996).  One meta-analysis established that myofiber hyperplasia consistently occurs because of chronic stretch, 

but rarely with compensatory hypertrophy (Kelly, 1996).  Kelly (1996) cites quantitative evidence that depending on 

the type of overload, particularly stretching overload, results in hyperplasia, but the actual mechanisms of satellite 

cell proliferation and activation were beyond the scope of the analysis.  Cardinale, et al. (2011) has shown 

provocative research that hyperplasia occurs in numerous animal models, but the controversy whether skeletal 
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muscle hyperplasia occurs in humans remains.  McCall and Colleagues (1996) warn of excluding hyperplasia in 

light of various research results due limitations in methodology and technology.  

Sarcoplasmic Hyperplasia.  Sarcoplasmic hyperplasia involves an increase in sarcoplasmic organelles 

(Verkhoshansky & Siff, 2009).  Sarcoplasmic hyperplasia of organelles is no different from any other cell with 

various organelles that carry out specific functions (Alberts, et al., 2002).  Verkhoshansky and Siff (2009) mention 

the relationship between any living structure and a balance between its volume and surface area, which forms a 

general concept of why non-hypertrophied organelle number tends to increase with light-medium increases in 

training load.  Sarcoplasmic hyperplasia is well established as a normal function of the myofibers (Alberts, et al., 

2002).  As the workload on the myofiber increases, organelles are multiplied as needed by genetic factors to handle 

the increased capacity (Pierce, 2008).  

Mitochondrial Hyperplasia.  The transcriptional co-activator called peroxisome-proliferator-activated 

receptor-gamma coactivator-1 is implicated in mitochondrial biogenesis and hyperplasia (Engel & Franzini-

Armstrong, 2004).  Greater mitochondrial potential increases the mitochondrial chains with an overall result of 

greater cellular respiratory control, which explains the functional significance behind mitochondrial hyperplasia 

(Green, et al., 2012).  Mitochondrial hyperplasia increases the oxidative capacity of the muscle in a given fiber type, 

which correlates to sustained performance and enhanced ergogenesis of targeted energy systems involved with 

resistance training.  

9.0 Initial Theories and Hypotheses of Human Skeletal Muscle Growth 

Recognition of the mechanisms that initiate muscle growth such as hormones, mechanical stretch, nutrition, 

and innervation were evident as early as the late 1980’s (McComas, 1996).  Some of these factors have a firm basis, 

but others retain a limited research validation.  The initial theories and hypotheses can be classified into the 

following categories: Trauma theory, hypoxia hypothesis, blood over-circulation hypothesis, ATP debt theory, and 

the Energetics Theory.  

Trauma Theory 

Trauma, also known as the breakdown, build-up theory, has been acknowledged as a primary mechanism 

of human muscular growth for almost half a century (Zatsiorsky, 1995).  Its popularity seems plausible at first 
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glance, although overly simplistic to characterize adult human muscular growth.  Zatiorsky (1995) describes the 

common belief that resistance training induces a catabolic state, which results in the breakdown of muscular 

proteins.  Specifically, the intramuscular force created during resistance exercise breaks muscle proteins into smaller 

amino acid chains and amino acids along with associated functional groups (Zatsiorsky, 1995; Alberts, et al., 2002).  

Zatiorsky (1995) notes it is after training during a restitution phase that is anabolic in nature occurs that results in an 

over compensation of fiber hypertrophy was believed to occur.  This built on earlier Russian concepts of the 

supercompensation phase (Verkhoshansky & Siff, 2009). 

Training-induced trauma is similar to the acute phase response.  The APR is a cluster of defense reactions 

that are analogous to actions elicited by infectious pathogens, which has been indicated as a mechanism of resistance 

training induced hypertrophy (Borer, 2003).  First, muscle damage activates immune defenses by the secretion of 

cytokines along with macrophages and monocytes (Tortora & Derrickson, 2012).  Next, IL-6 is produced by initial 

muscle injury and is synthesized as plasma increases of creatine kinase and Z-line damage raise, which stimulates 

neutrophils, macrophages, and monocytes to elicit proteolysis (Borer, 2013).  The cells invade the more permeable 

membranes and stimulate proinflammatory cytokines prostaglandin , TNF-α, and IL-1 (Borer, 2003).  

In adults, satellite cells express Pax7 transcription factor after injury to become activated, proliferate, and 

fuse to replace damages fibers (Yokoyama & Asahara, 2011).  Satellite cells in the plasmalemma can be turned on to 

undergo the cellular cycle in response to signals from muscle damage (Engel & Franzini-Armstrong, 2004).  

Llewellyn (2011) notes that satellite cells are mitotically dormant and lie under the plasmalemma of myofibers until 

called into action.  The source of satellite cells is thought to come from somite progenitors during embryogenesis 

(Engel & Franzini-Armstrong, 2004).  

Hypoxia Hypothesis 

High intensity resistance exercise required for muscle growth causes muscle hypoxia, hypercapnia, with 

alterations in ventilatory rate to compensate for the rising acidity of the blood near or above the anaerobic threshold 

(Borer, 2003).  Hypoxia elicits erythropoiesis by differential release of white blood cells and IL-6 (Borer, 2013).  

These mechanisms have a physiological impact, but the deficiency of blood and oxygen was not thought to stimulate 

protein synthesis (Zatsiorsky, 1995).  Research by Schoenfeld (2013) notes it is possible that acute hypoxia 
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produced during repetitive muscle contractions or occlusion training stimulate hypertrophic adaptations that have a 

direct effect through contractile protein accumulation.  Other research has shown that muscle hypertrophy occurred 

by occlusion methods without exercise (Schoenfeld, 2010).  Schoenfeld (2010) notes that the combination of 

artificial hypoxic occlusion and resistance training results in a cumulative hypertrophic effect.  

During resistance exercise, arteries and capillaries are compressed thereby restricting blood flow to the 

working muscle (Borer, 2003).  Blood is not transferred into the muscle tissue unless 60% of maximal force or 

above is exceeded (Zatsiorsky, 1995).  This concludes that during dynamic resistance exercise targeting muscular 

growth, a hypoxic condition exists every time the muscle contracts.  

The possible causes of hypoxia-induced hypertrophy appear to be numerous.  Increased lactate 

accumulation is thought to be a result of hypoxic training that result in greater GH release (Bompa & Haff, 2009; 

Borer, 2003).  Schoenfeld 2010) notes one study showed an increase in lactate production yielded a 290% increase 

in plasma GH levels post-hypoxic training and increased concentrations of IL-6 that were maintained for 24 hours 

after cessation of exercise.  Further, cellular swelling has been indicated in the increase of cellular protein synthesis 

and ROS, such as NO, have been shown to stimulate myofiber satellite cells along with MAPK signaling that are 

implicated in the muscular growth response (Schoenfeld, 2010).  Reactive hyperemia occurs after occlusion ceases, 

which offers increased blood flow allowing the various hormones access to satellite cells that stimulate proliferation 

and differentiation into new myofiber cells (Borer, 2013).  Several metabolic by-products appear to be indicated in 

hypoxia-induced hypertrophy, such as calcium ion leakage from the terminal cisterns and hydrogen ion 

accumulation, along with others (Seeley, et al., 2007).  

Blood Over-Circulation Hypothesis 

The blood over-circulation hypothesis regarded the increase of systemic circulation to muscles undergoing 

intensive exercise held the stimulus for muscle growth (Zatsiorsky, 1995).  Zatiorsky (1995) notes a popular 

bodybuilding method, called flushing, based on this concept.  In times of heavy demand, to include resistance 

training, cardiac output and vasomotor changes redistribute blood to exercising muscles from the visceral organs, 

which are affected by catecholamines, adrenal and endogenous opiates, and hydro mineral hormones (Borer, 2003).  

Although this action increases blood flow above the usual parameters of homeostasis, the only likely mechanism to 
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support the over-circulation hypothesis is increased fuel substrates to the muscles and various growth factor 

secretions.  

Borer (2013) notes that even though anabolic hormones such as GH, IGF-1, and testosterone are increased 

during exercise, cortisol negates many of these hormone actions by releasing amino acids such as alanine, which are 

used for gluconeogenesis (Borer, 2003).  After blood flow has returned to normal, some of these liberated amino 

acids are involved in protein resynthesis of the active muscles during exercise (Tortora & Derrickson, 2012).  The 

dynamic action between cortisol catabolism and anabolism of GH, IGF-1, and testosterone during exercise 

invalidates this as a significant mechanism of muscular growth (Borer, 2003).  

Although, reactive hyperemia or over-circulation is mode of travel for both catabolic and anabolic 

hormones, there is no significance for over-circulation as a primary mode of muscular growth, only as a medium for 

growth.  It can be surmised that the actual quantity of blood flowing through the muscle, per unit of time, does not 

lead to significant protein synthesis as a primary factor of muscle growth.  It does allow the possibility for more 

hormone receptor interaction, which could cause a cumulative effect with chronic stimulation (Borer, 2013). 

ATP Debt Theory 

 The ATP debt theory was based on the idea that ATP could be significantly reduced during heavy 

resistance exercise.  It was thought that high volume; high repetitious workouts would decrease the concentration of 

ATP and thereby initiate a muscular growth process.  Zatiorsky (1995) shows that the ATP debt theory quickly lost 

favor after studies showed that completely exhausted muscles had constant ATP levels.  Multiple sources 

corroborate the fact that ATP levels do not changes significantly, but other energy substrates such as 

phosphocreatine and glycogen undergo significant depletion (Powers & Howley, 2012; Wilmore, Costill, & Kenney, 

2008).   

Myofibers inherently use different fuel substrates due to their specific structure and associate motor 

neurons, with some suited better for anaerobic metabolism and others for oxidative metabolism, both of which 

sustain the levels of ATP at a relatively constant rate (Borer, 2003).  Total depletion of ATP, even for a short period, 

would result in a fused tetanus that would prohibit cross-bridge detachment leading to the loss of body movement 

(Tortora & Derrickson, 2012).  
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Energetics Theory 

 The energetics theory of muscle hypertrophy posits that the vital factor to increase muscle protein 

catabolism is the shortage of energy available to the myofiber for repair during exercise (Verkhoshansky & Siff, 

2009; Zatsiorsky, 1995).  ATP-PCr and glycogen depletion cause accumulation of metabolites to include lactate, , 

, and (Powers & Howley, 2012).  Taken together, with protein catabolism and the accumulation of energetic 

by-products, a type of energetic stress is formed (Schoenfeld, 2013).  Zatiorsky (1995) indicates that muscular 

protein synthesis requires significant energy with a single peptide bond requiring the free energy released from the 

hydrolysis of two ATP molecules.  It is during resistance training that metabolic demand diverts energy from the 

synthesis of contractile elements to actual hydrolysis of ATP for muscular contraction (Engel & Franzini-

Armstrong, 2004).  The decrease in available energy increases protein degradation, with amino acid influx from the 

blood inhibited (Borer, 2003; Zatsiorsky, 1995).  It is the acute shortage of myofiber energy that is thought to be the 

trigger for the adaptive reconstruction or supercompensation phases after training during low-intensity or recovery 

phases (Verkhoshansky & Siff, 2009; Zatsiorsky, 1995).  See Figure 6.0 (Zatsiorsky, 1995). 
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Figure 6.0 Theoretical Supercompensation Curve 

Following the resistance training session, myofiber proteins decrease, while the concentration of protein 

catabolites increase, the concentration of nonprotein nitrogen in the blood rises beyond normal values 

(Verkhoshansky & Siff, 2009; Zatsiorsky, 1995).  The time from one training session until the next results in an 

increased uptake of amino acids from the plasma associated with protein synthesis (Verkhoshansky & Siff, 2009).  

The repetitious nature of the resistance training creates a cycle of degradation and subsequent synthesis of 

contractile proteins that could result in supercompensation of skeletal muscle protein, thus increasing muscle growth 

by hypertrophy (Zatsiorsky, 1995).  This supercompensation is analogous to the supercompensation of glycogen 

used in endurance training during carbohydrate loading (Williams, Anderson, & Rawson, 2013).  

10.0 Modern Hypotheses of Human Skeletal Muscle Growth 

 Modern hypotheses of human skeletal muscle growth have grown out of technological advances over the 

past two decades.  This has placed emphasis on the molecular structure of the myofiber (Alberts, et al., 2002).  The 

evolution of technology has led to more advanced methods of identification of genes, hormones, and energetic 
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metabolites that were previously unfeasible to study.  Cellular signaling has taken a role in how cells communicate 

to each other and to the rest of the body (Borer, 2013).  All of these determinants require the examination of the 

mechanical and hormonal aspects of muscular growth under a new lens.  

Mechanical Hypothesis 

Contracting muscles generate signals that reflect changes within the muscle by metabolic fuel and oxygen 

availability, acidity, temperature, and metabolic stress, which use transduction pathways that are usually different 

from signaling generated by hormones and neurotransmitters (Borer, 2003).  Some of the mechanisms by which 

mechanical signals are transduced to chemical signals that mediate growth and metabolism remain unidentified.  

Metabolic functions such as glycogenolysis is directly triggered by muscle contraction with fast twitch fibers or 

stimulated by sympathetic nerves and endocrine and paracrine messengers (Borer, 2013).  One meta-analysis by 

Kelly (1996) showed that mechanical stimulation in animal models resulted in two times greater increases in fiber 

area than in fiber number.  Another study involving wild and transgenic mice invalidated the need of an IGF-1 

receptor in mechanical load-induced hypertrophy (Spangenburg, Le Roith, Ward, & Bodine, 2008).  Spangenburg 

and colleagues (2008) established that mechanical load, alone, can induce muscle hypertrophy, and activate the Akt 

and signaling pathways.  Schoenfeld (2013) also corroborates that phosphatidic acid can activate a 

downstream anabolic translational regulator .  An extensive review noted that mechanical stress alone could 

stimulate the mTOR signaling pathway (Schoenfeld, 2013).  

Other studies have suggested that mechanical signal transduction in skeletal muscle occurs through 

common signaling pathways with IGF-1 in humans (Tidball, 2005).  Tidball (2005) describes that upon mechanical 

stimulation the muscle releases IGF-1 in an autocrine fashion, which has been established as a potent agent for 

promoting growth and affecting phenotypic characteristics.  It is also noted that neural stimulation can activate the 

same downstream mechanical-stimulated pathways such as Cn/NFAT-cell pathway and Akt/mTOR pathway, but it 

is unclear whether this activation can occur without mechanical stimulation (Tidball, 2005).  It is likely that both are 

involved to varying degrees based on intensity, duration, frequency, and volume of mechanical stimulation.  

Another study examined ICAM-1 expression by murine in skeletal muscle cells after muscle overload and 

its contributions to the subsequent hypertrophic response (Dearth, et al., 2013).  Dearth et al. (2013) concluded that 
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ICAM-1 expression of myofibers, satellite cells, and myoblasts after muscle or mechanical overload could serve as a 

mechanism by which ICAM-1 promotes hypertrophy by providing a medium for cellular communication, similar to 

gap junctions, with β2 integrin expressing myeloid cells. 

Hormonal Hypothesis 

 Hormonal mechanisms of human skeletal muscle growth are one of the most complicated aspects to 

integrate because of the scope of hormones found within the body.  In general, hormones can be thought as signaling 

molecules that govern and facilitate the physiological and metabolic functions by interacting with specific target 

tissues (Borer, 2013).  Higher anabolic hormone concentrations increase the chance that hormone and receptors will 

interact to produce enhanced metabolism and increased muscular growth (Schoenfeld, 2010).  Borer (2013) notes 

that secretory cells can be located in glands or organs with varying functions.  Endocrine secretion of hormones 

refers to internal release of chemical messengers that bind with receptors away from the gland of secretion (Tortora 

& Derrickson, 2012).  Extension of the definition of hormone now includes chemical messengers produced by 

nonspecialized cells and molecules that signal to target tissues by routes other than circulation (Borer, 2013).  Seeley 

et al. (2007) makes the classification of hormones as autocrine, paracrine, hormones, and neurohormones.  

Autocrine hormones are produced within a certain cells and have a local effect on the same cell type, such as 

eicosanoids (Borer, 2013).  Paracrine hormones are released by cells that affect other cell types near the point of 

release, but are not transported in the blood (Tortora & Derrickson, 2012).  Hormones and neurohormones are 

secreted by glands into the circulatory system to bind to specific receptors on target tissues (Seeley, et al., 2007). All 

hormone types play either an integral or supportive role in human skeletal muscle growth. 

Amine Hormones.  Amine hormones can be subdivided into two classes that affect human skeletal muscle 

growth called catecholamines and thyroid hormones that are metabolites of aromatic amino acids (Borer, 2013).  

The catecholamines include DA, E, and NE (Tortora & Derrickson, 2012).  It has been demonstrated that chronic  

agonist administration increases skeletal muscle mass more by decreasing protein degradation than by increasing 

protein synthesis, which is achieved through suppression of the ATP-ubiquitin-dependent proteolysis (Borer, 2013).  

Borer (2003) notes that muscle hypertrophy is mediated though an alpha-adrenergic mechanism associated with the 

inhibition of adenylcyclase.  Sympathoadrenal catecholamines mediate adjustments to intensive resistance training 

and comparable levels of stress (Borer, 2013).  Borer (2003) shows that E is responsible for increased heart rate, 
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blood clotting, plasma glucose, redistribution of blood to the muscle along with other mechanisms to counter the 

physiological changes in the internal environment.  The catecholamines control metabolism over complete intensity 

range of exercise and S activity increases in proportion to exercise intensity (Borer, 2003).  Lipolysis is stimulated 

by stimulating α A-Rs on pancreatic beta cells to suppress insulin release and by acting on , , and ,  A-Rs in 

adipose and  receptors in skeletal muscle (Borer, 1999).  This action can be thought of as an indirect mechanism 

involved with skeletal muscle growth.  A primary important function of the catecholamines is to suppress insulin 

secretion during exercise because insulin is a storage hormone that interferes with energy extraction of working 

muscles and the subsequent growth response after training has ceased (Borer, 2013).  If insulin is not suppressed by 

some mechanism, the intensity of exercise is limited to the fuels substrates within the muscle and causes premature 

exhaustion and fatigue that is not compatible with the overall muscular growth adaptive response.   

The muscle must be able to access enough fuel before other mechanisms associated with skeletal muscle 

growth can occur such as myofiber trauma.  Since the muscle cannot release glucose into circulation because of 

lacking enzymes, E binds the β-2 A-Rs that activate glycogenolysis, glucose oxidation, and forms lactate (Borer, 

2003).  Borer (2013) explains how the removal of insulin with suppression by catecholamines halts fuel synthesis 

and storage allows free energy release from lipolysis, gluconeogenesis, and glycogenolysis. 

Triidothyronine and tetraidothryonine at higher concentrations, increases the number of β-adrenergic 

receptors and potentiate the lipolytic and glycogenolytic actions of catecholamines and increase energy expenditure 

by stimulating synthesis and activity of , and ATPase in the plasma membrane (Borer, 2013).  Thyroid 

hormones can be thought as chief metabolic regulators that mediate the speed at which catabolism and anabolism 

occur.  By speeding up anabolism, protein synthesis is increased which hastens the time for muscular adaptation 

after training induced damage.  This would be favorable for muscular growth.  The function of thyroid hormone is 

not limited to metabolic rate.  Cardinale et al. (2011) indicate that permissive hormones such as thyroid hormone at 

lowered levels cause fast-to-slow shifts in MHC isoform expression, but higher levels of thyroid hormone induce 

slow-to-fast shifts in MHC isoform expression in MHC IIx and MHC IIb.  Fiber isoforms shifts could be favorable 

or unfavorable depending on the resistance-training goal.  For muscular growth it appears that slow-fast twitch shifts 

are favorable. 
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Peptide and Protein Hormones.  Insulin is a polypeptide hormone that exerts mostly anabolic and 

biosynthetic actions by stimulating glucose uptake, glycogen synthesis, triglyceride, and protein synthesis, while 

inhibiting lipolysis and protein degradation (Borer, 2003).  Borer, (2012) indicates that glucose uptake by muscle is 

mediated by insulin, insulin-independent processes of GLUT4 translocation, and action of NO.  These processes 

illustrate a correlation with the maintenance of a positive nitrogen balance, which indicates that muscular anabolism 

is ongoing or ammonia secretion is inhibited by some other mechanism.  Insulin inhibits lipolysis at higher plasma 

glucose concentrations and stimulates muscle LPL at lower concentrations (Borer, 2003).  Schoenfeld (2010) 

indicates that insulin’s anabolic properties are twofold: 1) Attenuation of proteolysis and increasing protein 

synthesis and 2) Induction of mitosis and satellite cell differentiation.  

Glucagon is a peptide hormone triggered when plasma glucose concentrations fall below 50mg/dl and 

blocked at 150mg/dl (Borer, 2003).  Borer (2013) notes that glucagon stimulates gluconeogenesis, which serves as 

the primary source of glucose when hepatic glycogen is depleted when plasma glucose and insulin decline in 

parallel.  Glucagon stimulates gluconeogenesis through stimulation of the Cori cycle and glucose-alanine cycle 

(Borer, 2003).  The Cori cycle recycles glycolytic substrates pyruvate and lactate by the enzyme PEPCK and F1, 6-

biphosphatase, while the glucose-alanine cycle increases hepatic amino acid uptake (Borer, 2003).  Glucagon 

stabilizes protein degradation during resistance training with these mechanisms.  

Growth hormone is a polypeptide hormone that has a sequence of 191 amino acids elicited at an exercise 

intensity of approximately 70%  max and is a central adrenergic mechanism is thought to be involved in high 

intensity exercise GH release (Borer, 2003).  Growth hormone and ACTH are released at relatively high exercise 

intensities and in response to other stressors that serve an auxiliary rather than essential role in exercise metabolism 

(Borer, 2003).  This is  because catecholamine action and associated energy production during intense exercise fails 

to stimulate compensatory increases in GH and ACTH, which results on the slow rise of GH secretion that usually 

peaks upon cessation of exercise.  This coincides with peak FFA outflow from adipose tissue.  Borer (2012) 

indicates GH is released in response to hypoglycemia or reduction in plasma FFAs and suppressed by increases of 

either mechanism, respectively.  A single GH pulse has been shown to increase basal lipolysis particularly at night 

and GH stimulates lipolysis, ketogenesis, and lipid oxidation ranging from 20 minutes to 3 hours  (Llewellyn, 2011).  
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The increased lipid utilization during recovery from intense exercise has been attributed to the coincidence of high 

plasma FFAs and GH concentration.   

Growth hormone increases sensitivity of adipose tissue to catecholamine receptors by synthesis of 

additional β-adrenergic receptors and GH stimulates HSL by interfering with adenosine and  protein mediated 

inhibition of adenylcyclase (Borer, 2003).  Growth hormone inhibits fat synthesis by activating protein kinase C and 

phospholipase C, while GH and ACTH divert lipids to muscle by stimulating muscle LPL and inhibiting adipose 

LPL (Borer, 2013).  Schoenfeld (2010) refers to GH as a potent repartitioning agent, having both anabolic and 

catabolic properties by stimulating mobilization of triglycerides and myofiber uptake of amino acids.  Growth 

hormone stimulates hepatic gluconeogenesis by reducing liver sensitivity to insulin action and influencing a 

metabolic shift towards increased lipid oxidation (Llewellyn, 2011).  

Borer (2013) characterizes growth hormone as a potent contributor to myofiber contractile synthesis and 

the hepatic paracrine stimulator of IGF-1 into blood circulation.  Without mechanical loading, GH raises 

transcription of mRNA for systemic IGF-1 along with controlling nonhepatic autocrine and paracrine IGF-1 gene 

expression (Schoenfeld, 2010).  Schoenfeld (2010) notes that when intensive exercise is undertaken, the GH release 

is correlated with significantly increased IGF-1 expression that is created directly in the muscle as a spliced variant 

called MGF.  

 Various cytokines and growth factors have been identified over the last decade that serves a vital role in 

skeletal muscle growth by regulating upstream anabolic processes (Borer, 2013).  Schoenfeld (2010) indicates that 

growth factors and cytokines, such as IL-5, IL-6, FGF, HGF, and LIF inhibition have been shown to enhance 

anabolism in human skeletal muscle.  Satellite cells in the sarcolemma can be turned on to undergo the cellular cycle 

in response to signals from muscle damage (Engel & Franzini-Armstrong, 2004).  Fibroblast growth factor 2 is a key 

growth factor regulator for proliferation of adult satellite cells and signaling regulator of limb myoblast proliferation 

and differentiation (Engel & Franzini-Armstrong, 2004). 

Engel and Clara Franzini-Armstrong  (2004) note that insulin-like growth factors IGF-I and IGF-II control 

myoblast and satellite cell differentiation and proliferation through bimodal functions.  Proliferation actions of the 

IGFs are facilitated by the Ras/Raf-1/MAP kinase pathways, whereas the PI3 kinase/ kinase pathway mediates 
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differentiation (Engel & Franzini-Armstrong, 2004).  Schoenfeld (2010) states IGF-1, structurally similar to insulin, 

is thought to be the integral anabolic hormone in mammals, which provides significant effects to mechanical stimuli 

and produces the primary anabolic response for muscular growth.  The effect of IGF-1 during exercise results in 

autocrine and paracrine secretion, with the largest amount produced in an autocrine fashion (Borer, 2013).  Various 

isoforms include two systemic forms IGF-1Ea and IGF-1Eb, along with a spliced version IGF-1Ec (Engel & 

Franzini-Armstrong, 2004).  Schoenfeld (2010) notes that IGF-1Ec is referred to as mechano growth factor (MGF) 

because it is only stimulated by mechanical tension of loading.  Mechano growth factor is thought to be a spliced 

expression of the IGF-1 gene that initiates hypertrophy and splices further into the systemic isoforms of IGF-1Ea 

and IGF-1Eb (Schoenfeld, 2010).  The function of IGF-1 is to increase protein synthesis in differentiated fibers, 

whereas MGF activates satellite cells while mediating their proliferation and differentiation (Borer, 2013).  Insulin-

like growth factor is implicated in the gene stimulation of L-type calcium channel expression that proceeds to 

activate various calcium ion dependent pathways such as calcineurin (Borer, 2013) 

Steroid Hormones.  Intense exercise as a stressor resulting in E stimulation of ACTH increases cortisol 

(Borer, 2003).  Borer (2013) shows that cortisol is considered a permissive hormone that plays an integral part of 

processes to ensure survival and adaptation to stress.  With intense exercise, cortisol displays catabolic proteolytic, 

anti-inflammatory actions, and maintenance of blood pressure and plasma volume by mediating GFR and sodium 

retention (Borer, 2003).Cortisol releasing factor is produced and secreted into the fenestrated capillaries of the 

hypophyseal portal vessels, which stimulate ACTH to produce cortisol (Borer, 2003).   

Generally, cortisol is recognized as the chief stress hormone in response to repeated intense stress, such as 

resistance training (Selye, 1956).  During early stages of GAS, sympathoadrenal catecholamines and cortisol are 

over secreted (Borer, 2003).  The phenylethanolamine-N-methyltransferase gene is indicated with the biosynthesis 

of E at high exercise intensities with increased secretion of cortisol, which leads to increased liberation of fuels 

stores (Borer, 2003).  This further substantiates the basic premise of the energetics theory.   

Testosterone and testosterone derivatives of the steran nucleus are referred to as anabolics (Llewellyn, 

2011).  Testosterone in the parental form is derived from the four-carbon structure of cholesterol and results in 

increased proteins synthesis by stimulating genetic mechanisms (Borer, 2013).  Llewellyn (2011) notes the variety 

of testosterone derivatives and the many target tissues that include the muscle, integument, bone, kidney, central 
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nervous system, and prostate.  Testosterone and testosterone derivative circulate systemically to activate some 

tissues while other tissues are unaffected (Rogozkin, 1991).  This is where the concept of target tissues arises.  The 

potent anabolic effects of testosterone on target tissues have been well documented through various long-term 

research trials using physiological and supraphysiological doses (Llewellyn, 2011). 

Testosterone levels are the primary reason that gender differences in strength and muscle mass occur 

(Borer, 2003).  Women produce testosterone in the ovaries and the adrenal cortex of the kidneys, but the ovary-

produced testosterone is converted to estrogen (Borer, 2003).  That leaves the only active source of testosterone 

arising from the kidneys, which control libido and some secondary sexual characteristics as well (Tortora & 

Derrickson, 2012).  In men, the primary source of testosterone is from the Leydig cells in the testes (Llewellyn, 

2011).  

 

Figure 7.0 Steroid Hormone Binding  

  The hormone-receptor complex travels to the nucleus of the myofiber and to a segment of the DNA called 

the hormone response element.  Once bound, the process of transcription of a certain gene takes place (Llewellyn, 
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2011).  Once the transcribed mRNA is finished, it dissociates from the hormone-receptor complex and travels back 

to the sarcoplasm to complete translation into a functional protein (Tortora & Derrickson, 2012).  The finished 

protein can have a variety of functions, most of which are related to repair and synthesis of contractile structures 

within the myofiber (Llewellyn, 2011).  

This process makes anabolic steroids very effective in the promotion of lean body mass in both males and 

females.  Generally, it is accepted that the mechanical loading of exercise compounds the effects of increased 

protein synthesis and decreased protein degradation (Rogozkin, 1991).  Rogozkin (1991) was one of the first to 

recognize that testosterone and testosterone derivatives such as trenbolone have various indirect anabolic effects, 

such as stimulation of GH secretion.  Schoenfeld (2010) delves further by mentioning testosterone stimulates 

satellite cells and inhibition of testosterone production significantly lessens the adaptive response to resistance 

training.  Resistance training has been shown to increase sensitivity and number of androgen receptors, along with 

significant acute increases of testosterone secretion (Schoenfeld, 2010).  

 Myokines.  Energetic induced stress has the capacity to stimulate certain myokines such as IL-6, which 

may increase the number of myofiber satellite cells (Borer, 2003).  Studies have shown that changes in IL-6 

following resistance training protocols and occlusion training failed to produce significant results (Schoenfeld, 

2013).  Schoenfeld (2013) notes that many myokines have been identified such as IL-1, IL-7, IL-8, IL-10, IL-13, IL-

15, TNF, FGF, and LIF inhibitory factor, but have not undergone extensive study. 

11.0 Signaling Pathways Important to Skeletal Muscle Anabolism 

 Several important signaling pathways have been identified to be primarily involved in human muscle 

anabolism that include calcium-dependent pathways, Akt/Mammalian target of rapamycin (Akt/mTOR), and 

mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK), along with several others (Borer, 2013).  It is through these signaling 

pathways that various biochemical messages are transduced into useful outcomes within the cell.  In this context, the 

outcome of a signaling pathway facilitates human muscle growth by varying mechanisms.  

Calcium-Dependent Pathways 

 There are many calcium-dependent pathways such as calmodulin (CaM), calmodulin-dependent protein 

kinase (CaMK), calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II (CaMK II), calmodulin-dependent protein kinase IV 
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(CaMK IV), calmodulin kinase kinase (CaMKK) and (Cn) (Borer, 2013).  Various calcium dependent pathways are 

associated with human skeletal muscle growth, but Cn is thought to be a critical regulator in the  signaling 

cascade (Schoenfeld, 2010).  Engel and Clara Franzini-Armstrong  (2004) elaborate the role that Cn regulates NFAT 

and transcription factors downstream including MEF2, HDACs, and HATs that possibly stimulate muscular 

hypertrophy.  See Figure 12.0 (Jacinto & Hall, 2003).  Schoenfeld (2010) implicates Cn-dependent signaling to the 

hypertrophy of all fiber types, with inhibition causing the prevention of muscular growth with mechanical stimuli.  

 

Figure 8.0 The Akt/mTOR and Calcineurin Pathways 

Akt/Mammalian Target of Rapamycin Pathway 

 The Akt/mTOR pathway is the primary signaling cascade of IGF-1 (Borer, 2013).  Schoenfeld (2010) 

suggests that the Akt/mTOR pathway is a master network integral to human skeletal muscle growth.  Various 

depictions of the pathways have been designed although the specific molecular actions have yet to be fully 

understood (Borer, 2013).  According to (Borer, 2013) the Akt is located upstream to function as a functional 

cascade starting point that initiates anabolic signaling and inhibits catabolic signaling.  See Figure 8.0 (Jacinto 
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&Hall, 2003).  Once that cascade is initiated outside of the plasmalemma, the Akt point triggers mTOR, which 

carries signals to other downstream targets that are implicated in skeletal muscle growth (Schoenfeld, 2010).   

Mitogen-Activated Protein-Kinase Pathway 

 The mitogen-activated kinases are thought to make up a group of enzymes that regulate processes 

associated with cell grow or apoptosis (Borer, 2013).  Schoenfeld (2010) describes MAPK as a master regulator of 

gene expression, metabolism, and redox status.  Mitogen-activated protein-kinase is the linkage point between 

cellular stress and myocyte adaptation in the regulation of growth and differentiation and is specific to skeletal 

muscle hypertrophy elicited by exercise along with ROS (Borer, 2013).  Although there are many MAPK signaling 

cascades, Schoenfeld (2010) lists three MAPK molecules specific to muscle hypertrophy that include JNK, 

extracellular signal-regulated kinases ERK1/2, and p38 MAPK.  The c-Jun -terminal kinase signaling cascade is 

very sensitive to mechanical stimuli and trauma (Borer, 2013).  Schoenfeld (2010) details the JNK cascade by 

exercise activation followed by a swift rise in mRNA of transcription factors involved with cell proliferation and 

repair of DNA.  

12.0 Epigenetic Factors 

 Epigenetic factors are associated with a field of research that investigates how certain chemical compounds 

are added or deleted to activate or deactivate DNA, which alters the regular genetic and cellular activity (Williams, 

et al., 2013).  William et al. (2013) describe the field of epigenetics as the concept of an epigenome that is composed 

of all the chemical compounds added to an individual’s genome that could modify cellular function.  It should be 

noted that epigenetics are chemically related changes unassociated with normal functioning.  Of the various 

epigenetic factors, related to human skeletal muscle growth, nutrition, environment, and exercise are primary factors 

(Williams, et al., 2013). The foods eaten affect the epigenome and genetic expression. Similarly, resistance training 

releases substances into cells that could affect the epigeonome in positive or negative ways (Williams, et al., 2013).  

Environmental factors can induce stress that could result in biochemical changes to the epigenome (Alberts, et al., 

2002). Epigenetics allows beneficial plans for developing individual strategies for certain genetic profiles.  With the 

full indentification of the epigenome and a trainee’s genetic profile, a specific resistance training, nutrition, and 

environmental stress protocol could be made tailored to the individual.  
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13.0 Genetic Factors 

A signifcant spectrum of differentiation genes, called progenitor specific genes, are expressed before the 

start of differentiation in proliferative myoblasts (Engel & Franzini-Armstrong, 2004).  Transduction of growth 

factors controlling myoblast proliferation and differentiation is activated by post-translational modifications of Myf5 

and MyoD proteins along with associated cofactors (Engel & Franzini-Armstrong, 2004).  The amounts of Myf5 and 

MyoD are controlled by cell-cycle-specific turnover mechanisms that are adjusted during the withdrawal of the cell 

cycle and differentiation initiation in proliferating myoblasts (Engel & Franzini-Armstrong, 2004). 

Engel and Clara Franzini-Armstrong  (2004) established the importance of signaling and transcriptional 

networks that control MRFs that regulate formation of muscle progenitor specification along with evolution and 

development of skeletal muscle.  Other researchers have confirmed that adult muscle regeneration and formation is 

partially dependent on transcriptional factors for the maintenance and growth of myofibers (Yokoyama & Asahara, 

2011).  Engel and Clara Franzini-Armstrong  (2004)  indicate that the withdrawal of the G-1 specific myoblast from 

the cell cycle is linked with stimulation of myofibrillar control protein genes, contractile protein genes, and 

scaffolding protein genes.  The build-up of contractile proteins is arranged by transcriptional activation of muscle 

genes, which activates myoblast differentiation that includes all related isoforms and functionally specific 

myofibrillar proteins (Yokoyama & Asahara, 2011).  The isoforms and functional specific myofibrillar proteins 

include myosin heavy chains, actin light chains, α-actin, troponins I, T, and C, tropomyosin, and proteins involved 

with calcium signaling and synapse formation (McComas, 1996).  

The muscle transcription factors, myogenin, MRF4, and MEF2 along with general transcription factors, 

activate contractile protein genes during the start of myocyte differentiation (Engel & Franzini-Armstrong, 2004).  

Engel and Franzini-Armstrong (2004) note that the cooperation of the MEF2 protein to function with MRFs, in 

regulation of contractile protein gene, is essential during muscle differentiation.  In vertebrates, there are four genes 

indicated as members of MADS domain family of transcriptional factors called MEF2a, MEF2b, MEF2c, and 

MEF2d that function with MRFs to regulate contractile protein genes (Borer, 2013; Engel & Franzini-Armstrong, 

2004).  
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Tissue specific enhancers are defined in a clinical sense as DNA sequences that bestow heightened 

transcriptional function to almost any basal promoter, while displaying similar general activity when located at 

variable distances and orientations (Engel & Franzini-Armstrong, 2004).  Franzini-Armstrong (2004) show that due 

to tissue specificity contractile protein enhancers function only on cardiac and skeletal muscle with the exclusion of 

smooth muscle. A recurring feature of muscle-specific promoters and muscle-specific enhancers is the existence of 

redundant muscle cell control elements contained within base pairs of a continuous DNA sequence (Engel & 

Franzini-Armstrong, 2004).  

The dependency of contractile protein gene expression is tied to an abundance of transcription factors that 

include MRFs, MEF2C, SRF, MCAT/TEF1, MEF3/Trex, AP-2, and SP-1 (Engel & Franzini-Armstrong, 2004).  

Franzini-Armstrong (2004) describe the limited access to control elements that provides a general rule to their 

access to regions of hypoacetylated histones and full access to chromatin containing acetylated histones.  Fine tuning 

control of qualitative actions of muscle gene enhancers in response to various physiological signals are conserved by 

minute sequence variations in muscle control elements (Engel & Franzini-Armstrong, 2004). These fore mentioned 

mechanisms provide added control and redundancy to transcriptional factors to ensure the right genes proteins to 

ensure the correct transcriptional activities are achieved.  Another mechanism that controls muscle gene expression 

during myocyte differentiation is alternative RNA splicing, which supplements transcriptional control (Engel & 

Franzini-Armstrong, 2004).  

In myoblast proliferation, the activation of genes is regulated by specific transcription enhancers differing 

from those involved during muscle differentiation (Engel & Franzini-Armstrong, 2004).  In proliferative myoblasts, 

there are specific control elements that govern a subset of muscle-specific genes that include MyoD, Myf5, MRFs, 

β-enolase, and desmin (Engel & Franzini-Armstrong, 2004).  Engel and Clara Franzini-Armstrong (2004) note this 

creates the possibility that myoblast-specific control elements could lead to the manipulation of muscle progenitors 

for repair of damaged muscles.  Once these myoblast-specific control elements are identified, the rehabilitation of 

resistance training induced injury to the muscle could be facilitated by genetic therapies.  

Specific muscle is formed when groups of progenitors from somites or satellite cells migrate to the sites of 

muscle formation (Engel & Franzini-Armstrong, 2004).  Engel and Clara Franzini-Armstrong (2004) show that 

differentiation occurs when Myf5 and MyoD activated in localized populations of muscle progenitors.  
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Developmental signals, such as Hedgehogs, FGFs, Wnts, and BMPs regulate the formation of skeletal muscle cells 

and associated structures such as tendons, bone, and vascular tissue integrate to build functional musculoskeletal 

anatomy (Engel & Franzini-Armstrong, 2004).  Many transcriptional and signaling regulators are involved in 

myocyte fusion and migration of muscle progenitors (Engel & Franzini-Armstrong, 2004). 

14.0 Sampling and Population 

Given that vastness of the human population under study and sampling techniques involved it is hard to 

pinpoint a population of interest.  Animal models could be used along with separate human studies performed in 

vitro.  This leads the inquisitive researcher to combine available research and form educated assumptions based on 

the current literature.  To date, no long-term studies have been conducted to either prove or disprove the notion of 

hyperplasia, although current applications in real life scenarios have pointed to the existence of hyperplasia in 

human subjects (Engel & Franzini-Armstrong, 2004).  One has to look at the increase in muscle mass over the last 

twenty years to acknowledge some other mechanism, such as human hyperplasia has occurred to cause a statistically 

significant increase in muscle mass (Engel & Franzini-Armstrong,  2004).  The turnover rate for muscular proteins 

has surpassed the natural capacity, verified by numerous experimentation for the addition of new myofibers and 

myotubes, essential for increase muscle mass, which indicates that hyperplasia is a viable reason for this drastic 

increase in muscle mass seen in professional bodybuilders. 

15.0 Interpretation of the Data and Evaluation of the Study 

Given all the evidence introduced, the following hypotheses rejections can be established. 

  Hypothesis #1:   is rejected and  is retained. 

  Hypothesis #2:   is rejected and  is retained. 

It is obvious that no single mechanism fully explain human muscular growth.  Instead, each contributes a 

piece of an enormous puzzle that is intricately interrelated.  There is a need for further study, which targets specific 

populations, such as professional bodybuilding, elite level power lifters, and experienced athletes.  Studies of 

previously untrained athletes add no significance when attempting to ascertain the mechanism of hyperplasia.  It has 

been established that previously untrained athletes follow the general adaptational response of motor learning 
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followed by an increase in hypertrophy (Cardinale, et al., 2011).  After the ceiling of adaptation is realized, it 

follows that other mechanisms, such as hyperplasia are involved.  Further, a unified theory could advance the field 

of exercise physiology and other sciences while offering practical significance to resistance training protocols.  

16.0 A Unified Theory of Human Skeletal Muscle Growth 

G-THHHEM-E Theory (Genetic)(Trauma-Hormonal-Hypoxic-Hyperplasia-Energetic-

Mechanical-(Epigenetic) posits that all human muscular growth is an intricate relationship 

between genetic expression of inherent individual genes by, trauma, hormonal, hypoxic, 

hyperplasia, energetic, mechanical, and epigenetic stimuli.  The specific mechanisms of each 

aspect of G-THHHEM-E theory rely on genetic expression, nonhormonal cellular signaling, 

hormonal cellular signaling, elements of some hypotheses, and various biochemical pathways to 

induce either muscular hyperplasia or muscular hypertrophy.  Indeed, most if not all aspects of 

human muscular growth call fall into one of these domains.  Regardless of the stimulus, all 

human skeletal muscle growth is controlled by genetic mechanisms at the lowest level because 

the transcription and translation of specific proteins are needed for muscular architecture and 

metabolism involved in hypertrophy and hyperplasia.  Genetics ultimately sets the ceiling of 

muscular adaptation capacity modified within a set-point range by trauma, hormonal, hypoxic, 

hyperplasia, energetic, mechanical, and epigenetic mechanisms.  

17.0 Applications to Resistance Training 

In light of general adaptation syndrome, resistance training elicits an alarm phase, resistance phase, 

exhaustion phase, or adaptation (Selye, 1956; Zatsiorsky, 1995).  See Figure 9.0 (Kang, 2011).  Verkhoshansky and 

Siff (2009) take Selye’s general adaptation syndrome further by proposing more elaborate mechanisms involved in 

the adaptational response to resistance training.  They propose a current adaptive reserve that represents the human 

capability at any instant to adapt to a training load.  This encompasses all the positive elements of human muscle 

growth posited by G-THHHEM-E Theory and reveals many of the molecular events predicted by Verkhoshansky 
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(2009).  Each constituent of G-THHHEM-E Theory relates how resistance training is a stimulus for developing the 

current adaptive reserve and appears the closest model suitable for this complex interaction between training stimuli 

and the subsequent adaptational or growth response elicited.  Training residuals, initial suppression of performance, 

and subsequent supercompensation of morphological structures such as human muscular growth, metabolic 

substrates, neural mechanisms, and performance enhancement from the current adaptive reserve model can be 

explained by G-THHHEM-E Theory (Bompa & Haff, 2009; Verkhoshansky & Siff, 2009; Zatsiorsky, 1995). 

 

Figure 9.0 General Adaptation Syndrome 

Borer (2003) reinforces the concept of resistance training as a form of stressor.  Resistance training at 

higher intensities, when duration and effort is maximal, represents a state of emergency that adversely affects 

oxygen supply to tissues and reduces metabolic fuel stores, along with tissue damages (Borer, 2013).  Extraordinary 

resistance exercise to induce hypertrophy requires extraordinary physiological adjustments, without exhaustion of 

the current adaptive reserve.  

The applications of G-THHHEM-E Theory to resistance training have a multitude of possibilities.  With 

each aspect of G-THHHEM-E Theory, there are connections that coincide with other elements.  Each element of G-

THHHEM-E Theory cannot be looked at separately from the whole.  Rather, a complex interaction of all factors 
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forms the basis for human skeletal muscle growth.  In application of G-THHHEM-E Theory to resistance training, 

various connections among the elements were elucidated.  The primary purpose is to establish G-THHHEM-E 

Theory as a practical tool that can be assessed on an individual basis by the exercise physiologist or practitioner.  

Due to the complexity of this theory and the abundance of information involved, attempts were made to simply, 

where possible.  Before connecting applications of G-THHHEM-E Theory to resistance training, the primary 

principles of resistance training were reviewed.  

Principles of Training 

Training principles are the backbone of resistance training and have been subject to scrutiny since sport 

science began at the turn of the 19th century (Powers & Howley, 2012).  The four main principles have been 

challenged, but remain as viable resistance training fundamentals.  These include fluctuating progressive overload, 

accommodation or variety, specificity, and individualization based on inherent genetic differences (Bompa & Haff, 

2009; Verkhoshansky & Siff, 2009; Zatsiorsky, 1995).  The principles of training can be further broken into 

manipulative variables such as exercise mode, frequency, volume, intensity, and magnitude or load  (Bompa & Haff, 

2009; Verkhoshansky & Siff, 2009; Zatsiorsky, 1995). 

Fluctuating Progressive Overload.  Progressive overload has been a tenet of training principles since the 

ancient story of Milo of Crete carrying a calf until it was a grown bull and gained an enormous size (Verkhoshansky 

& Siff, 2009).  Progressive overload applies to systematically increasing the muscular growth stimulus over time in 

accordance with how the bodily systems adapt.  Bompa and Haff (2009) institute the concept of step loading or flat 

loading in a periodized resistance-training program aimed at muscle growth.  Verkhoshansky and Siff (2009) note 

that progressive overload must be understood as a fluctuating progressive overload system where monotonic 

increases in high-loading do not occur for a prolonged period of time unless advanced methods such as concentrated 

loading are used.  The mathematical term monotonic refers to continual increase without a decrease, which relates to 

intermicrocycle fluctuations of load and mesocycle (macrocycle) alternations of load (Verkhoshansky & Siff, 2009).  

Accommodation.  Accommodation is physiological and considered a general law in the field of biology 

(Zatsiorsky, 1995).  Zatiorsky (1995) indicates that if a trainee exposed to the same muscular development regimen, 

gains will diminish as the human body adapts and then regresses through other maladaptations.  Accommodation 
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can be considered variation, as it is referred to in many texts, to mean standard loading will not elicit muscular 

growth gains over the long-term and stimulus or exercise complex must change (Bompa & Haff, 2009; 

Verkhoshansky & Siff, 2009; Zatsiorsky, 1995).  Due to the principle of specificity, the stimulus must be as close as 

possible to the parameters of muscular growth and ergogenesis that underlies the adaptational process (Bompa & 

Haff, 2009; Zatsiorsky, 1995).  To deal with accommodation, resistance-training programs must be systematically 

modified based on quantitative or training loads and qualitative changes by replacing resistance-training exercises 

(Bompa & Haff, 2009; Zatsiorsky, 1995). 

Specificity.  The training adaptations to muscular growth protocols are highly specific (Bompa & Haff, 

2009; Verkhoshansky & Siff, 2009; Zatsiorsky, 1995).  Verkhoshansky and Siff (2009) indicates that the transfer of 

training adaptations must be sequenced so one resistance training regimen builds on the next and so forth.  The 

specificity of the subsequent resistance training protocols must follow the similar movement patterns, planes, and 

kinetic parameters, in terms of biomechanics (Hall, 2012).  Although the stimulus or resistance exercises must be 

kinetically similar, the resistance training exercises aimed at muscular growth must differ and mimic the main 

movement that stimulate erogenesis of the energy system trained (Bompa & Haff, 2009). 

Individualization.  Individualization refers to the fact that all trainees are unique and have different genetic 

make-ups (Bompa & Haff, 2009; Williams, et al., 2013; Zatsiorsky, 1995).  The genetic differences between 

individuals has been well-established (Bompa & Haff, 2009; Engel & Franzini-Armstrong, 2004; McComas, 1996; 

Verkhoshansky & Siff, 2009; Williams, et al., 2013; Powers & Howley, 2012; Wilmore, et al., 2008; Zatsiorsky, 

1995).  Zatiorsky (1995) notes that similar resistance training methods and exercises produce different effects in 

different individuals.  This leads to the conclusion that the training templates of advanced trainees usually do not 

produce the expected results because the ceiling of muscular growth adaptation is higher in advanced trainees 

(Bompa & Haff, 2009; Zatsiorsky, 1995).  This means every trainee would be best assessed by tailoring a resistance-

training program targeting muscular growth on an individual basis, taking in factors such as maturity level, training 

age, available time to train, recuperative ability, and overall goals of the trainee.  

Application of G-THHHEM-E Theory to Resistance Training 
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Even though the aspects of G-THHHEM-E Theory are complex and interrelated, each element was broken 

into constituent components in attempts to highlight the various applications.  Genetic application to training takes 

the forefront because it is integral to understand that every application of a resistance training protocol directly or 

indirectly influences expression of certain genes that transcribe and translate proteins necessary for the trauma, 

hormones, hypoxia, hyperplasia, energetics, mechanical tension, while epigenetics have the capacity to change 

genes.  

Genetic.  Muscular endurance training has shown an 80% increase in HIF-1α mRNA under normal and 

hypoxic conditions, however, myoglobin transcription only proceeds with hypoxic conditions (Engel & Franzini-

Armstrong, 2004).  With high repetition sets where hyperactive hyperemia cannot occur (i.e. sets of 50-150 

repetitions), after a considerable amount of time has passed, the myoglobin transcripts could be stimulated.  It takes 

much more time under tension to produce artery occlusion to stimulate hypoxic conditions to increase myoglobin 

mRNA (Borer, 2003).  Depending on the biomotor ability and the inherent energy system challenged, any strenuous 

muscle contraction has the potential for a brief 10-fold increase in HSP 70 transcripts, crystalline, and cFos (Engel 

& Franzini-Armstrong, 2004).  Engel and Franzini-Armstrong (2004) indicate critical control elements involved in 

resistance training contractile activity have focused on the regulatory elements such as , , and 

skeletal α-Actin.  The identification of the fore mentioned myoblast specific control elements could introduce 

specific, targeted genetic therapies to heal injuries induced by resistance training and speed the rehabilitation process 

(Engel & Franzini-Armstrong, 2004).   

If the goal of training is muscular endurance, then MCK-regulated PGC-1α transgene overexpression is 

required to convert fast-twitch type II fibers into slow-twitch, type I myofibers that are more resistant to fatigue 

(Engel & Franzini-Armstrong, 2004).  It would be preferable to train one to two energy systems or biomotor abilities 

at the most per day or training cycle.  This allows non-competitive genomic actions of enzyme transcription and 

translation leading to higher overall skeletal muscle adaptation, whereas competitive transcription and translation 

involved in complex, exercise training regimens would lead a lower level of adaptation or no muscular adaptation.  

Genes that regulate the hypertrophy of type II fibers can be stimulated with certain loads between 65-85% 

of the repetition maximum (Schoenfeld, 2010).  The closer to the lower threshold an individual adheres to in 
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training, the more likely genes that switch type IIx fast-twitch, glycolytic fibers into type IIa fast-twitch, fast-

oxidative-glycolytic fibers will occur (Seeley, et al., 2007).  

All genetic mechanisms will result in an increase in protein synthesis for some cellular or tissue function 

that leads to other global functions within the body.  Consistency of training is the key to eliciting the positive 

genetic responses aimed at increases human skeletal muscle.  Within the parameter established in the next pages and 

consistent workouts, the body will adapt and sometimes alter genetics to fit the resistance training exercise function.  

The practitioner could examine the adaptational goal sought and then prescribe training with the general muscle 

growth or muscular endurance guidelines to stimulate the correct genes over an extended period.  

Trauma.  Resistance training to produce muscular growth often results in muscular tissue damage that has 

been shown to induce hypertrophic responses under various conditions (Schoenfeld, 2010).  Schoenfeld (2010) 

indicates that the resulting muscle damage can involve the contractile proteins, cytoskeleton, basal lamina, 

associated connective tissue, and plasmalemma on a global scale, whereas microtrauma can result in minor damage 

to molecular structure of the myofiber.  Shearing of myofibrils due to inconsistent lengthening ultimately results in 

damage to the sarcomere (Borer, 2013; Schoenfeld, 2010).  Homeostasis of calcium and reuptake mechanisms are 

compromised due to deformation of the T-tubules and terminal cisterns (McComas, 1996; Powers & Howley, 2012; 

Schoenfeld, 2010).   

The response to resistance-training sustained trauma is similar to the APR, mentioned previously, 

analogous to actions elicited by infectious pathogens, which serves as a mechanism to mediate training induced 

hypertrophy (Borer, 2003).  Activation of the immune defenses starts with the secretion of cytokines and lymphatic 

cell (Tortora & Derrickson, 2012).  The permeable membrane allows the immune cells to enter and stimulate 

proinflammatory cytokines (Borer, 2003).  This process is thought to stimulate certain growth factors involved in 

satellite cell proliferation and differentiation (Schoenfeld, 2010). 

All of these factors contribute to G-THHHEM-E Theory by illustrating the interconnections between 

traumatic muscle damage and subsequent genetic stimulation along with indirect mechanisms of trauma repair and 

their relationship with other aspects of G-THHHEM-E Theory. 
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For most resistance training applications to produce muscular growth the inflammatory process must 

proceed and recover fully before the next training session.  General guidelines have been set forth by many experts 

on the repair of the musculoskeletal complex and motor neurons involved with resistance training.  Depending on 

the level of delayed onset muscle soreness, training age, actual age, and gender, usually 36 to 48 hours is long 

enough to complete the healing and recover process within the muscle, but high central nervous system stimulation 

may require up to a week or more for full recovery (Bompa & Haff, 2009).  The practitioner will have to ascertain 

the condition of the athlete on a case-by-case basis to ensure the supercompensation phase does not fall into the 

involution range.    

Hormonal.  Hormones play a significant role with the interaction of genetics in the G-THHHEM-E 

Theory.  For example, most consider cortisol to be a primary enemy in the formation of muscle tissue, but in light of 

the current adaptive reserve, the catabolic properties can affect some tissues while disregarding others.  The 

catabolic action of cortisol is not global, but rather borrows from other tissues while resistance training degradation 

commences.  As long as nutrition factors and overall stress are regulated, a positive nitrogen balance can be 

maintained in a catabolic state, which goes against traditional wisdom.  

Borer (2003) indicates that activation of fuel stores during exercise shifts from the favor of synthesis of 

storage molecules, initiated by insulin and adenosine, to catabolism of stored fuel substrates to release energy 

needed for exercise.  The activators of catabolism of fuel stores are facilitated by the catecholamines, which trigger 

secretion of other metabolic hormones such as GH, glucagon, and cortisol with secretion based on the intensity and 

duration of exercise (Borer, 2003).  Borer (2013) has shown that S catecholamines stimulate lipolysis at rest and low 

exercise intensities very effectively and glucagon stimulates lipolysis indirectly by suppressing activity of hepatic 

lipogenic enzyme ACC and thus reduces malonyl-CoA that inhibits uptake of FFAs by the mitochondria.  

 The actions of catecholamines are very proficient in quick use of peripheral lipids at low intensities of 

exercise and mediate increased reliance on carbohydrates and endogenous fuels at increased exercise intensities 

(Borer, 2003).  Catecholamines stimulate lipolytic hormones by facilitating production of glucagon, GH, and 

cortisol (Borer, 2003).  It can be ascertained by the outcome goal of the biomotor training target, the intensity and 

duration of resistance training to elicit muscular growth.  A primary important function of the catecholamines is to 

suppress insulin secretion during exercise because insulin functions as a storage hormone that interferes with energy 
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extraction of working muscles.  Carbohydrate stimulation of insulin before and during exercise elicits a response 

that is maladaptive with fuel utilization during exercise.  

The interactions of hormones on genetic mechanisms and autocrine mechanisms directly relates to G-

THHHEM-E Theory by showing how each hormone can interact in various ways with other elements of G-

THHHEM-E Theory.  The complex interaction of all these factors can be understood by examining how each 

hormone elicits its effects.  

For most applications, this would translate to an exercise intensity of 70% or greater to elevate the growth 

hormone levels to peak following cessation of training when FFAs are highest (Borer, 2003).  Intensity and duration 

are primary components of resistance training that vary over time and offer a significant stimulus for muscular 

growth.  Lower intensity exercise, such as aerobic work can be used in conjunction with resistance training to create 

a synergistic hormonal environment that facilitates fat loss, while building lean muscle tissue as long as each mode 

of training is conducted on a separate training day or separate time during the same training day.  

Further, consistent resistance training bouts multiple times per week create acute hormonal spikes that 

could summate over time.  This increases the receptor interaction with active hormones and the frequency of the 

muscular growth response following training.  Post-training increases in testosterone, IGF-1, and GH have been 

shown to have a positive effect on protein synthesis.  A practitioner could schedule training sessions according to the 

plasma hormonal half-life concentrations to take advantage of their anabolic effects. 

Hypoxia.  Given that higher intensity resistance exercise is required for muscle growth to induce muscle 

hypoxia, hypercapnia, and alterations in respiration rate to lower the rising acidity of the blood near or above the 

anaerobic threshold, to create hypoxic conditions in training would require higher repetitions with minimal time 

between repetitions (Borer, 2003).Over time the hypoxia-elicited erythropoiesis by subsequent release of IL-6 and 

white blood cells, would lead to performance capacity increases in muscular endurance resistance training (Borer, 

2013).  Although authors do not agree on the specific mechanisms of hypoxic resistance training for muscle growth, 

recent research asserts that hypoxia, indeed causes increased protein synthesis (Zatsiorsky, 1995; Schoenfeld, 2013).  

G-THHHEM-E Theory relates to hypoxia by stimulating genetic mechanisms along with energetic, 

hormonal, and mechanical elements.  
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The design of exercise protocols for hypoxic conditions must involve compression of the arteries and 

capillaries each set with higher repetitions.  The load should be at least 65 % of the one repetition maximum.  

Further, artificial training means by occlusion can be used, although occlusion methods are not universally accepted 

and the load must be reduced significantly.  During dynamic resistance exercise targeting muscular growth, a 

hypoxic condition exists every time the muscle contracts, but multiple repetitions and sets are the main aspects 

needed to elicit muscle growth.  

Hyperplasia.  Because hyperplasia studies have focused exclusively on animal models it seems 

unreasonable that hyperplasia could not occur in humans.  At the embryological level hyperplasia has be verified 

(Engel & Franzini-Armstrong, 2004).  This fact introduces the highly likelihood that hyperplasia in adult human 

muscle could occur under certain circumstances.  Hyperplasia is a physiological mechanism that has the potential to 

elicit myofiber splitting and subsequently result in increased muscle mass.  Further, study is warranted to the degree 

of hyperplasia in humans and this aspect of human muscle growth cannot be overlooked as a significant mechanism 

of human muscular growth.  

G-THHHEM-E Theory relates to hyperplasia by stimulating genetic mechanisms that allow myofiber 

splitting , along with energetic, hormonal, and mechanical elements.  

Exercise protocols directed towards the goal of fibers splitting should focus on the overall increase in 

volume load within the hypertrophy range, especially in the lower ranges with very high repetitions, such as those 

used in muscular endurance training.  The focus should be on the elicitation of mechano growth factors, insulin-like 

growth factors, and fibroblast growth factors.  If proven this would translate to proliferation by MGFs, 

differentiation by IGF-Ia and IGF-Ib, along with vascularization of the area by FGFs. 

Energetic.  The depletion of certain fuel substrates such as ATP-PCr and glycogen lead to the 

accumulation of metabolites to include lactate, , , and  stimulate hypertrophic adaptations.  This forms a 

type of energetic stress that acts cumulatively to result in a hypertrophic response to resistance training.  It is thought 

that this energetic stress stimulates hypertrophy by increasing myofiber recruitment, sarcoplasmic hypertrophy, 

elevation of systemic hormones, changes in myokines, and production of ROS (Schoenfeld, 2013).  Most literature 

refers to the Henneman principle of fiber recruitment by size, although current evidence suggests that energetic 
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stress can possibly recruit high-threshold motor units under low-intensity loading (Bompa & Haff, 2009; 

Schoenfeld, 2013; Verkhoshansky & Siff, 2009; Zatsiorsky, 1995).  

The application to G-THHHEM-E Theory can be visualized with the term energetic stress, by how 

energetics stimulates genetic mechanisms and other mechanisms of G-THHHEM-E Theory simultaneously.  These 

include the mechanical, trauma, hypoxia, hyperplasia, and hormonal elements of G-THHHEM-E Theory.  

A practical application to resistance training involves using lower intensity training loads for multiple sets 

to failure.  This would ensure glycogen depletion and recruitment of higher-threshold motor units as their threshold 

lowers, due to fatigue.  

Mechanical.  The force generated by mechanically induced tension from resistance training loads and the 

subsequent stretch produced are consider prerequisites to human muscle growth, along with the summative of 

effects of each as a further mechanism for muscle growth (Schoenfeld, 2013).  It is thought that resistance training 

for muscular growth is associated with tension that disrupts the soundness of the skeletal muscle structure, which 

results in transduced cellular and molecular stimulation in muscle fibers along with activation of signaling pathways 

to stimulate satellite cells (Borer, 2013; Schoenfeld, 2013). 

G-THHHEM-E Theory shows that mechanical stimuli interact with genetic stimulation along with certain 

features of trauma-induced damage.  In this situation, it is hard to realize the significance of all the intertwined 

factors of G-THHHEM-E Theory; however, each constituent element contributes a significant factor to the overall 

adaptation of human muscle growth to resistance training.  

Given that most research concludes a minimal load threshold is needed to disrupt the integrity of the 

muscles and initiate the appropriate ergogenesis during resistance training, a minimum threshold would be a useful 

guideline for most practitioners (Bompa & Haff, 2009).  Schoenfeld (2013) notes that current mechanical theory 

suggests a minimum resistance training load threshold in the range of 60-65% of the one repetition maximum. 

Epigenetic.  Since carbohydrate ingestion elicits a maladaptive response before or during a resistance 

training session, it would be imperative to ensure that gastric emptying has occurred before engaging in a resistance 

training protocol.  Afterwards, the skeletal musculature will be in an absorptive state that will facilitate the uptake of 

glucose and amino acids, which will provide the necessary materials needed for the genetic stimulation that were 
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initiated through trauma, energetic depletion, and mechanical mechanisms.  Further, in the absorptive state, the 

hormonal anabolic actions of insulin stimulate protein synthesis through increased transport of amino acids into 

muscle and other cells, initiation of protein translation, and inhibition of protein degradation (Borer, 2013). 

G-THHHEM-E Theory is delicately involved with epigenetics, if one adheres to the basic concept that 

genetic stimulation and expression are the main avenues through which other constituents of G-THHHEM-E Theory 

work, either directly or indirectly.  Epigenetics could prove to be just as important as genetic concepts, because any 

epigenetic factor has the capacity to change genetic expression.  

Application of epigenetics to resistance training for skeletal muscle development are yet to be elucidated, 

but it can be reasoned that nutrition, exercise, and environmental factors play a role in the skeletal muscle growth 

process.  Until the epigenomic project is finished, the practitioner could optimize nutritional intake, optimize 

hypertrophic type resistance training, and eliminating environmental stressors.  

Integration.  The following conclusions can be drawn from the application of G-THHHME-E Theory to 

resistance training for muscle growth:  

1) Consistency of participating in an organized resistance training program with an intensity level between 

65-85% of the one repetition maximum it integral to muscular growth in adults.  

2) If artificial hypoxic techniques, such as occlusion, are used the load must be decreased drastically. 

3) Chronic stimulation with loads between 65-85% will stimulate appropriate genetic expression via 

myofibrillar trauma, mechanical tension, hyperplasia, and epigenetic stimulation.  

4) Full recovery of the muscle is needed after load-induced trauma and the onset of the inflammatory 

response.  

5) Although recovery varies on an individual basis, 36-48 hours is indicated between the training of muscle 

groups, although this has significant variability from individual-to-individual.  

6) Use load intensities over 70% of the one repetition maximum to capitalize on the hormonal response 

associated with resistance training, unless advanced methods such as occlusion training are used. 
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7) Additional workouts, per unit time, could summate acute hormonal spikes by timing frequency with 

hormonal stimulation and hormonal half-life in blood plasma.  

8) High volume sets could be used to create natural hypoxic conditions, elicit a greater hormonal response, 

and deplete energy substrates such as glycogen.  

9) Higher volume training also allows recruitment of high-threshold motor units at lower thresholds,  

mechanically disrupts the myofiber, and increases the possibility of hyperplasia. 

 

Figure 10.0 Concentrated Loading Curve 

 Advanced integration could focus on a concept referred to as overreaching or concentrated loading.  See 

Figure 10.0 (HRV Fit Ltd., 2014).  Concentrated loading may be used in more advanced trainees to stimulate genetic 

expression via mechanical, trauma, energetic, and hormonal mechanisms (Verkhoshansky & Siff, 2009).  This is 

achieved by maintaining high-volume, low-intensity loads, while accumulating fatigue over an extended period, 

although moderate-to-high intensity loads should be used with caution.  This facilitates the production and use of 

isoenzymes (enzymes that can catalyze multiple metabolic reactions) and delayed skeletal morphogenesis 

(Verkhoshansky & Siff, 2009).  The ultrastructure of the bodily tissues involved (fascia, tendons, ligaments, and 

bone) must reach a higher ceiling of adaptation to support the added muscular tissue.  Once the volume is decreased 
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and fatigue is dissipated, supercompensation (analogous to Verkhoshanky’s and Bompa’s conceptual curves) of the 

muscle tissue growth could occur. 

18.0 Conclusion 

Human skeletal muscle growth has been investigated since ancient times.  Through the course of history, 

particularly the 19th and 20th centuries, great advances have been made upon the foundation built by great scientists 

such as Aristotle, Hippocrates, Leonard Da Vinci, Michelangelo, and Francis Bacon up until the 1800s during the 

Resurrectionist era.  In the 16th century, anatomy and physiology were formalized into sciences (Silverthorn, et al., 

2004).  Silverthorn and colleagues (2004) described the importance of the significant advances since the 1970’s that 

ultimately led to specialization in the fields of endocrinology, molecular biology, biochemistry, and cellular biology.  

Due to specific specialization in the various scientific fields, myology was finally established and 

recognized as a scientific field of inquiry.  This paper assessed myological inquiry associated with human skeletal 

muscle growth.  The various theories and hypotheses were researched with a focus on validation or invalidation of 

the hypotheses of this paper.  At times subtleties turned in to deeper understanding and some original thoughts on 

the unified theory of human skeletal muscle growth were revised, due to new findings by various studies.  The 

absence of mechanisms of hyperplasia appear to be due to the lack of scientific studies that focus on human models 

in vivo.  Without specific studies directed at professional athletes, there appears to be a gap that must be filled 

before a thorough understanding of human muscular growth can be realized and incorporated into modern training.  

At some point, the G-THHHEM-E theory must be modified to take into account the phenomena of human myofiber 

hyperplasia.  Once science has validated this concept, that carries significant weight in animal models, the general 

theory could be adapted to G-THHHEM-E theory to encompass all address all parameters related to human 

muscular growth.  This would entail genetics, trauma, hormonal, hypoxic, hyperplasia, energetic stress, mechanical 

stress, and epigenetic factors.  

The embryological growth and development was researched in-depth through the medical books of Engel 

an Clara Franzini-Armstrong (2004), which offered the only formal myology texts in print.  Thorough elaboration of 

the complexity of embryonic development up until adult maturity was presented.  The skeletal muscle fiber types 

were outlined to provide a basis of structure of adult skeletal muscle tissue.  Subsequently, the contraction 
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mechanisms of adult skeletal muscle were shown as the main function of skeletal muscle for force development and 

motor activities.  

With all the theories and hypotheses examined in this paper, both null hypotheses were rejected and a 

unified theory of human skeletal muscle was proposed.  G-THHHEM-E Theory takes all the applicable parts of the 

many hypotheses and theories to combine them into a coherent whole.  This combination allows practitioners and 

researchers to visualize concepts of G-THHHEM-E Theory and come to the realization that no single mechanism for 

human muscular growth exists.  Human muscle growth is one of the most complex physiological processes in the 

biological world.  It is easy to generalize about singular mechanisms, but the unification of all the validated 

components of G-THHHEM-E Theory offers a model of human skeletal muscle growth that is compatible with 

current research.  

Significant effort was put forth to relate the components of G-THHHEM-E Theory and practical 

application to resistance training.  The basic principles and parameters of resistance training were discussed.  G-

THHHEM-E Theory was related to each component consisting of genetics, trauma, hormonal, hypoxia, hyperplasia, 

energetic, mechanical, and epigenetics.  The relation to G-THHHEM-E Theory was developed and applications of 

each component were given along with integration of other aspects.  

Lastly, it is evident that the G-THHHEM-E Theory has significance to the sciences by elucidating 

relationships that would otherwise take considerable lab time and redundant research.  The use of G-THHHEM-E 

Theory will give exercise physiologists and practitioners a heuristic to guide their research and application to 

designing effective resistance training models.  Currently, there are no unified theories of human skeletal muscle 

growth.  G-THHHEM-E Theory fills this vast gap in the field of myology. 
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20.0 Figures 

Figure 1.0 Gastrulation and Formation of Primitive Tissue Layers 
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Figure 1.1 Myogenic Regulatory Factors 
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Figure 2.0 Basic Fiber Type Classification 
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Figure 3.0 Skeletal Muscle Structure 
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Figure 3.1 The Sarcomere 
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Figure 4.0 The Sliding Filament Model 
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Figure 4.1 Cross-bridge Attachment 
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Figure 5.0 Myobrillar and Sarcoplasmic Hypertrophy 
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Figure 6.0 Theoretical Supercompensation Curve 
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Figure 7.0 Steroid Hormone Binding  
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Figure 8.0 The Akt/mTOR and Calcineurin Pathways 
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Figure 9.0 General Adaptation Syndrome 
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Figure 10.0 Concentrated Loading Curve 
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